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WE LOVE FMD. SO SHOULD YOU.
Welcome to the promise of a new season. In every aspect the fashion world is frequently surrounded by transformation, from new faces on
the catwalk to an increasingly digital lifestyle, the evolving landscape of art, music and film leads to fast changing trends in fashion. In our
second issue, we created unique stories and exclusive editorials on over 300 pages of pure content, produced by notable guest fashion
editors and leading-edge photographers as well as featuring emerging new faces from the fashion industry. Among others, we have industry
insiders to help guide you into becoming a fashion designer as well as tips on how to make it within fashion.
As always, our delight in fashion is paramount and the issue is divided in four sections; fashion, lingerie, beauty and models. The fashion
section addresses seven editorials featuring Spring/Summer 2015 trends. We also introduce you to the brands Wolford, Odeur, Glaw and
jewelry designer Zofie Angelic. As in the case of fashion, not only is the appearance of a person important but so also is the inside, and we
believe that lingerie is an important essence to strengthen your self-confidence to make you feel sexier and giving your look the extra special
touch. Therefore, we put an additional focus on the latest lingerie trends. Our beauty section features four editorials and an article about
the Spring/Summer 2015 beauty collections. The models section introduces you to Henriette Pawlowski, Ana Ponce, Tako Natsvlishvili and
Taynara Resende.
Elsewhere in our spring/summer 2015 issue, you will find a story about the financial realities of being a model and what it makes a model to
stand out from the crowd (p 6). We also introduce you to the MARS, the world’s first automated modeling agencies rating system... A system
which was developed to regulate the agencies market with a fully transparent and non-profit instrument (p 10).
On another note, the looks that you will find in our #2 are mostly exclusive loveFMD productions for which I had the honor to style with
great results and to work with an always-charming and professional team that made the issue possible. The editorials are rounded off by an
outstanding pick from top photographers such as Hannes Waldow, Stefan Imielski as well as a notable and interesting ‘A Culinary Orgasm’
shoot by Pascal Heimlicher, just to mention a few.
Finally, don’t miss our cover story which features no one else but Xenia Deli, who has worked as a model for Victoria’s Secret Pink and Sport
Illustrated South Africa, photographed by Alessandra Fiorini, in a sexy and alluring pose that will leave you speechless.
Looking back, we had such an amazing year in 2014, with the launch of our very first issue. It achieved 2 million downloads and counting
and this is proof that our originality has had a global resonance, and it’s something you helped to create via our social media.
Looking ahead, over the next couple of issues we want to move towards a direction that allows us to expose fashion, art and culture in an
inspiring and creative way. We are also looking forward to introduce you to new and upcoming fashion brands, models, photographers
and other personalities from the fashion world. We are committed in our endeavor to inspire you with ever more engaging and interactive
content. Therefore, we would love to hear your thoughts and ideas and what changes you would like to see, so feel free to contact us via
hello@lovefmd.com
Fashion can be wonderfully escapist and this edition as with our very first one is overflowing with that promise. Enjoy reading the issue !
With much love,
Your loveFMD Team

Iva Mirbach

social

facebook.com/fashionmodeldirectory
twitter.com/fmd1_com
pinterest.com/thefmd
instagram.com/lovefmd
lovefmd.tumblr.com
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The Financial Realities
Of Being A Model
In an industry glutted with gorgeous people who or what
determines a given model‘s chances of success? And what makes a
model stand out from the crowd?
by Iva Mirbach

The Fashion industry is one of the fastest
growing, versatile and quickly evolving
industries in the world. Fashion is after
all, primarily about change. In the past, at
the beginning of the supermodel erawhen
just a handful of models were called so,
the worth of a contract was used as a
marketing strategy in media to induce
people to talk about the deal. In every
modeling era, much can be learned about
the time period by closely inspecting who
it chose as its preeminent representative.
Today, notable fashion brands, magazines
and companies keep it dark about how
much they really pay their models. It is
also a matter of principle that nowadays
nobodytalks about their salary, be it a big
contract or just an editorial shoot that
they did for a magazine.
Models work in a winner-takes-it-all
economy, in which a few reap rewards
disproportionate to their talent, while
everyone else scrapes by. Models are
utterly dispensable and labor at the
mercy of inscrutable bosses, lousy pay,
and punishing physical requirements.
And for most of them, that‘s how the job
will remain until they retire at the ripe old
6 | loveFMD.com

age of, say, 26.This trend has become more
exaggerated since the ‚90s, as the market
has become glutted with young women
from around the world, leading to greater
turnover and plummeting pay rates.
Wannabe models are scooped up, tried
out, and spit out in rapid succession. While
there are many models which are named
as top earning supermodels with some of
them earning more than $40 million a year,
„New Faces“ pile up debt at their agencies
in the hope of signing a big contract one
day. But how much do they really earn and
what does it take to get big deals which
are worth hundred thousands of dollars?
Out of all the gorgeous women signed to
agencies across the world, why is it that
only a handful evolve into a true „super“,
turning making a living into making a
fortune? According to the New York labor
department statistics on model earnings,
the mean annual salary is $43,570. Instant
recognizability beyond the fashion world
continues to be a critical factor in attaining
a supermodel title.
Looking back, before there was Cara,
Jourdan, Karlie and Joan, there was Cindy,
Linda, Naomi and Christy. Though the term

‚supermodel‘ was coined in the 1940s, it
did not come into popular use until the
early 90s. Lisa Fonssagrives generally
considered to be the very first supermodel
was a highly sought after face in the
fashion industry from the 1930s – 1950s.
During that time, Fonssagrives appeared
on the cover of Vogue magazine over 200
times, a truly remarkable achievement.
During the seventies, while many notable
models emerged, Ford Models’ Laura
Hutton was the most popular of them all
when she became the most highly paid
model for signing a cosmetic contract with
Revlon to be the face of their Ultima II line
in 1974at a recognized rate of $200,000 for
some twenty days of work a year. During
that time, designers like Versace, Armani
and Valentino paid models an average of
$2,500 a show and upward of $10,000 for
catwalk stars like Eva Herzigova, Naomi
Campbell and Linda Evangelista, who by
the way wouldn’t get out of the bed for less
than $10,000 back then.
During the eighties and nineties, the
demand for versatile supermodel beauty
grew astronomically and commanded
multimillion dollar contracts. Famous
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models were seen as the ultimate
marketing tool and models like Christie
Brinkley, Paulina Porizkova, and Elle
Macpherson began marketing everything
under the sun. In 1990 Linda, Naomi and
Christy or ‚The Trinity‘ as they were referred
to took the fashion world by storm, kick
starting a supermodel phenomenon.
They took private jets, dated A-list actors,
commanded huge fees - and did it all with
the most dazzling of smiles. In addition
to the ‚Trinity‘, three more models made
the final cut of what is known as the ‚Big
Six‘, Claudia Schiffer, Cindy Crawford,
and Kate Moss. These women appeared
on every magazine cover, were in the
highest demand by fashion designers
and advertisers, and were instantly
recognizable.
Today, it‘s not easy being beautiful unless
you‘re one of the models on a Forbes 100
list. Models like Karlie Kloss and Gisele
Bündchen make thousands of dollars by
walking in shows for brands like Chanel
and Dior. Besides that, they make much
more when their experience at the show is
part of a larger contract with the brand or
if they‘re booked exclusively, which means
that they only walk for the brand that
season. On the other hand ‚New Faces‘
or less established models often make
next to nothing. But then again a famous
trend, which became very common in
the fashion industry, is that well-known
brands like Dior, Chanel and Valentino
book ‚New Faces‘ exclusively for opening
or closing their Haute Couture shows,
which of course leverage the career of
the model. This new trend has led to a
constant change in the modeling market,
with ‚Fresh Faces‘ being ‚in demand‘ one
season and forgotten the next.
In the fashion world, there is typically an
inverse relationship between the prestige
of a job and how much the model gets
paid. Models are rarely paid for editorial
shoots or catwalk appearances. Similarly,
gigs with prestigious names like Chanel
or Fendi don’t pay much, but their high
fashion cachet lets models cash in
with other campaigns gained from the
exposure.So what counts as a ‚big job‘?
Which is more relevant, the amount of
money one gets for the job or the public
exposure one receives through the job? Or
is it the prestige of the client? The answer
to this question may differ depending on
the type of model.

Technically, a model falls into one of
two categories: the ‚Commercial Model‘
and the ‚Editorial Model‘. Commercial
models go for print advertising, catalogue
shoots, television commercials, informal
fittings and showroom modeling. The
typical commercial model has a slender
figure, a very conventional pretty look,
a widespread appeal, long hair, and
is beautiful in an approachable, if still
untouchable way. She is kind of perfect
and that makes her a great commercial
model. The commercial look is described
as attractive eye-catching. Commercial
jobs like catalogue shootings, showroom
fittings may be less in prestige but can
provide the bulk of a model’s income.
A further benefit of being a commercial
model is that catalogue retailers often
book models continuously for a couple of
days a year over a long period. Commercial
models also don’t have to worry regarding
their age, as being young and fresh isn’t a
requirement for landing jobs.
The average rates for catalogue work is
about $3,000 and can start with day rates
that begin at $1,000/day for new models,
up to $20,000/day for top models like the
Victoria’s Secret Angels. Catalogue models
are a special type of Commercial model
which has to be very attractive to the
majority of people. If a model is ‚selling
good products‘, then she will be booked
again and again which can turn her status
from a simple catalogue model to a
‚Money Girl‘. With the rise of e-commerce
popularity the exposure of catalogue
models increased. Instead of seeing a
face only in a bimonthly or bi-annual
catalogue, frequent online shoppers
see the face of the model twice a day on
various websites. The advent of online
shopping made commercial models more
valuable than ever for brands.
One of the most outstanding examples
for getting famous as an e-commerce
model is Cara Delevingne, who worked on
catalogue shoots for British e-commerce
site Asos as an aspiring model. Thanks
to her special looks(her kooky features
particularly those eyebrows) and her
behavior (her ability to break out of the
mould of super-serious fashion, and her
high-energy levels backstage and onset), Cara built up a loyal fan following
and attention from the mainstream press
outside the fashion industry, through the
clever using of social media platforms

such as Twitter and Instagram. She was
one of the first newcomers who built
a worthwhile commercial brand for
herself, which in turn became the reason
to land contracts with labels powerful
enough to benefit from her growing
fame. Katie Grand, the editor-in-chief of
Love magazine, when asked to pinpoint
why Delevingne is such a hit said ‚Cara is
amazing, bright, gorgeous and a joy to be
around, her energy is infectious and, most
of all, she is fun.‘
While print advertising includes shootings
for mass market fashion clients, ‚highstreet‘ retailers and non-fashion clients
such as Nivea, Herbal Essences, New
Yorker, Primark and can range from about
$5,000 to $50,000, showroom modeling
and fittings have a small rate with a
consistently high-volume work, which
are on average paid about $250/hour.
Recognized showroom models can reach
rates up to $2,000/day for some eight hours
of work, which can adds up to profitable
sums. Sometimes showroom models can
land a deal as ‚house models‘ for a major
fashion brand, house or label in which
they work exclusively or near-exclusively
for a designer’s showroom on fittings and
informal appearances. A house model can
be paid between $150,000 and $300,000
annually. Furthermore, a very lucrative but
sporadic job is the television commercial,
which is paid between $15,000 and
$100,000.
On the other hand, the typical editorial
model is seen as ‚unique‘ and ‚strong‘
having an ‚edgy‘ look. Editorial models
work in prestigious fashion magazines,
catwalk shows, and campaigns. Those
jobs are by far the poorest paid jobs
in modeling, as well as most risky. The
competition is very big and they have to
fight hard for every single job. In the end,
editorial models either win big or they
don’t win anything at all since there is not
much of middle class. Magazine pages
are seen as the career launching pads for
editorial models; as such, their rates drop
from approximately $50/hour to $100/
flat day.A day-long shoot for Vogue pays
a paltry $150, for instance, while a shoot
for Britain‘s influential i-D magazine, pays
absolutely nothing, not even the cost of
transportation or a copy of the magazine
for the model‘s portfolio.
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However, the fee the models get for those
jobs are not as important as the prestige
they get in return like an association
with a major clients such as Vogue and
photographer Steven Meisel, or the
opening of an important fashion show
during the Haute Couture in Paris. So
$150 earned for a job for Vogue is seen as
more special than some $2,000 from JC
Penny. Agencies who represent editorial
models trust that ‚symbolic capital‘ will
pay off in the long run if the model hits the
campaign jackpot, which can be worth
some millions of dollars and renewable
for several years.
Editorial models also work for low
incomeson the runway. It is assumed that
newbie‘s who have the privilege to have
their first appearance at the catwalk for
a notable brand don’t get paid at all for
the first season, while top models can
command upward of $20,000 a show. Each
season, a minority of models are chosen
by a few high-end fashion brands to walk
‚exclusively‘ in their shows with contracts
reaching up to six-figure fees.
If one is to question why fashion magazines
and fashion brands clients pay so little,
the answer would be simply ‚because they
can.‘ Models get paid in form of publicity
and symbolic wealth,so there is no need
to attract them with further motivations.
High fashion and avant-garde magazines
enable sometimes the change for the
model to shoot with top photographers
such as Mario Testino, Bruce Weber,
Steven Meisel, Mario Sorrenti, and Patrick
Demarchelier, whose status operates as
additional reference bolstering a model’s
reputation and sometimes to work with
a famous photographer can change the
model’s career. Jessica Stam credited
Steven Meisel with helping her become
a supermodel. The photographer deeply
fell in love with Stam’s look when he first
saw her. As a result he jump-started her
career and soon after casted her in every
advertising campaign of his. As Meisel’s
muse, Stam was photographed by him
numerously for fashion magazine covers
and editorials.
Finally, a successful editorial model who
appears a couple of times in prestige
fashion magazines and has walked many
fashion shows, strives for luxury brand
campaigns. This is the highest rank of
success in the industry, which is only
8 | loveFMD.com

reached by a few through hard work and
good management by their agency. Like
for instance the catwalk, models can also
be booked exclusive for fashion, fragrance
and beauty campaigns. Therefore, clients
pay extra fees to ensure sole rights to their
new face public exposure. The salary for a
campaign can start at some $100,000 up to
$1,500,000, depending on the exclusivity
rights, place, and length of use.
But sometimes high-end advertising
contracts for luxury fashion brands, such
as D&G and Burberry, may pay only a
few thousand dollars as they know that
such jobs can boost the model’s career
thereby. Unknown models need the
prestige of a brand more than the brand
needs the model. When a model gathers
more prestige and becomes a bigger
name, their show rates increase as her
appearance can attract press and increase
the designer’s publicity in turn. Designers
need top models as much as top models
need designers, but the higher the model
is in demand,the higher the designer has
to bid for her.
While the alternative to high-fashion
poverty is to be a „money girl,“ working
for catalogues and in showroom fittings,
jobs that pay well and reliably, however
the commercial end of modeling is widely
derided within the industry as low-rent,
as mere work without glamour. Once a
model has done too many commercial
jobs, she is thought to have cheapened
herself, and it‘s exceedingly difficult for
her to return to high fashion. Therefore,
one does find so many models operating
against their short-term interests, hoping
that by investing time now they will hit pay
dirt later in the form of fame and a highpaying luxury ad campaign. The catch is
that there simply isn‘t much time to invest;
the older a model gets, the more she
„exudes failure“.
Beauty always helps, but it can only get
you so far. These days a fervent following
on social media is what also makes
a successful model.Beauty, of course
is a major component to a models
success but so is the lifestyle depicted
through social mediums. Social media
has become an ideal outlet for models
to share their experiences and unique
personalities beyond agency-approved
photo shoots and press events.Kendall
Jenner’s 12 million Instagram followers,

Liu Wen’s 8 million Weibo followers,
and Adriana Lima’s 6 million Facebook
followers are hugely representative of their
international leverage with the perceived
glamour of modeling continuing to attract
a never-ending stream of hopefuls.
So how do supermodels make super
money? In short, mostly through longterm endorsement contracts and business
enterprises. For instance, Supermodel
Gisele Bündchenmade some of the most
significant contracts during her career.
One of her first record-breaking contracts
was a $25 million deal with Victoria’s Secret
backin 2000, which she just topped with
a further multi-year contract with Under
Armor for some unbelievable $250 million.
Nowadays, the Brazilian beauty is notonly
booked as a model by the brands, they
also use her strong popularity as a moneymaker. Gisele has long ago reached the
prestige where brands can’t attract her
with common modeling contracts, which
is also a reason why most of her jobs end
up with joint-ventures and partnerships.
To this day, the supermodel has designed
a budget-friendly clothing collection
for C&A, a sandals line for shoemaker
Grendene, a lingerie line for Hope called
‚Gisele Bündchen Intimates‘, and her
own skincare line, Sejaa Pure Skincare. In
2014 the Brazilian bombshell out-earned
second place beauties Doutzen Kroes and
Adriana Lima by $39 million – Bündchen
also made about $16 million more
than quarterback husband Tom Brady’s
$31.3 million annual paycheck. If Linda
Evangelista famously wouldn‘t get out of
bed for less than $10,000; it could be said
that Gisele did not leave the house for less
than $128,000 a day. Since 2001 Gisele has
earned $386 million alone from modeling.
Forbes‘ 2014 highest-paid models list of
had 21 models who made a combined
$142 million between June 2013 and June
2014, before taxes and other fees.
Beside Gisele Bündchen, Kathy Ireland is
also one of the top earning supermodels
with a net worth of some $350 million.
The model who appeared in thirteen
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issues
during the 80’s and 90’s doesn’t earn her
money bymodeling since two decades,
but she is a role model on how to turn
somebody‘spopularity
into
money.
The flashpoint for her wealth was a
sophisticated branding strategy of herself
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which also inspired models like Heidi
Klum, Cindy Crawford among others.
The so called ‚Modelpreneur ‚made her
fortune from licensing her name for more
than 15,000 products, from furniture and
skincare to clothes and entire homes,
under the umbrella of Kathy Ireland
Worldwide. Between 2005 and 2012,
Ireland‘s company grew to about $2 billion
in annual sales and became a supervisor
in its industry.
But what about the model who is not at all
„Super“ ? In her book ‚Pricing Beauty: The
Making of a Fashion Model,‘ sociologist
Ashley Mears points that success in highfashion modeling has a lot more to do
with marketing and chance than it does
with the ineffable. In a field saturated with
models who have the right measurements
and the right skin tone and the right „edgy“
looks, many models find themselves debtladen or barely making ends meet. Bookers
and casting agents and stylists and editors
engage in a merry-go-round of imitation
and blind guesswork, with everyone trying
to anticipate what everyone else will like.

Once a fresh new face is anointed, clients
scramble to nab her for shoots and shows,
proclaiming that they, too, see that special
something.
So how does a winner-takes-it-all market
produce winners? And why does one tall,
underweight, astonishingly beautiful
young woman become the face of Chanel
No. 5, while another languishes, doing
minor magazine shoots that pay little
and never catapult her to fame?Those in
the industry like to imagine that there is
something inevitable about the outcome.
When asked how they knew what makes
a winner, industry tastemakers usually
explain that such models had an ineffable
quality, a „je ne sais quoi“ or „You know,
you just know“, that elevated them above
the rest. But as Mears aptly puts it, success
in high-fashion modeling has a lot more
to do with marketing and chance than it
does with the ineffable.
In conclusion, Miranda Kerr, Kate Upton
and Cara Delevingne have become
household names not just through

lucrative advertising campaigns, but
through endorsement deals, business
franchises and starring roles in big screen
Hollywood productions. But as beautiful
as they are, their names do not spark the
same excitement that the supermodel trio
of Linda Evangelista, Christy Turlington
and Naomi Campbell did in their heyday.
Being gorgeous and a pretty clever
businesswoman helps, obviously, but to
be a true ‚Super‘, you have to be as savvy
as you are stunning.Those who are not
content with just ruling the catwalk, have
to take their off-the-runway careers just
as serious to really make it as one of the
chosen few. The big names are far more
than just a pretty face – they must have
the power to capture the world‘s attention
outside the limited fashion industry.Those
who last in the industry tend to have an
intangible charisma, and also a quirky
signature - whether it‘s a walk, a birth
mark, or a perfect Brazilian body. Because
the truth is : doing any one job for over
20 years is pretty impressive, but when
it‘s a job like modeling, it truly is a feat of
superhuman proportions.

“… Cara is amazing, bright, gorgeous and a joy to be
around, her energy is infectious and, most of all, she is
fun.…” Katie Grand
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Introducing MARS: The
World’s First Automated
Modeling Agencies Rating
System
How one company is changing the way business decisions within
the fashion industry are done.
by Clinton Gonsalvez

For most of the 20th century, business
leaders have relied on ‚scientific‘ studies
and ‚statistical significance‘ to determine
what information they could trust. Today,
technology is making those assumptions
obsolete with our economy increasingly
becoming a semantic one. When it comes
to the fashion industry the appliance of
scientific measurements is no different
than any other industry. It’s 2015, we have
self-driving cars and quantum computers,
and while there has been varying use
of technology in the realm of fashion
forecasting there has been a considerable
lack of a scientific approach when it comes
to other aspects of the fashion economy.
In a competitive and fast moving business
like modeling, an agency plays a pivotal
part. In fact, the modeling business hosts
some of the world’s most rapidly growing
agencies. For decades, there has always
been the need for competitive advantage
of the fashion business globally and to
regulate the agencies market with a fully
transparent and non-profit instrument.
Existing services in the market still
haven’t solved this problem. Although
you can view a list of top agencies on a
multitude of sites in the fashion fraternity,
10 | loveFMD.com

they aren’t focused on a scientific rating
nor concerned with providing the best
possible calibration. With the size of the
modeling agency business growing rapidly
all of these challenges come with great
opportunities. Thankfully, the dynamics
of the modeling business are about to
change dramatically through the use of
Data Analytics by one company.
Data analytics (DA), which is the idea of
examining large amounts of raw data
with the purpose of drawing conclusions,
finding patterns, establishing correlations
and identifying emerging trends is a big
trend these days and is used in many
industries and fields to allow companies
and organizations to make better business
decisions. Putting that to use and finding
new answers to old questions in the
fashion industry is the MARS. As the first
digital automated quotation system of
its kind, the MARS (acronym for Modeling
Agencies Rating System), which is also
billed as ‚a novum with full transparency‘,
was born out of a feature on FMD1 a
decade ago. The concept of defining the
seriousness and financial liquidity of a
modeling agency was picked up by no
less than the EDAQS, a scientific research

company that develops digital automated
quotation systems on an entirely new level
for a wide range of industries as well as for
governments and public entities. After two
years of development in cooperation with
the FMD and a pool of fashion experts, the
scientists and analysts of EDAQS specified
an outstanding and precisely calibrated
algorithm that reflects the overall status
of a modeling agency like nothing else
before.
This algorithm gives MARS the power to
not only act as a tool to facilitate business
decisions with the next bookings, but
moreover to regulate the agencies market.
While the list of official ratings is currently
not much bigger than 10, the mission for
2015 has been declared to be of a much
higher frequency and impact. Recently, the
committee announced its plans to release
a mass rating after having evaluated and
analyzed the already issued ratings, which
included Triple A’s for Storm Models in
London and Wilhelmina New York. As
part of the cooperation, the FMD agreed
to publish all ratings on the respective
agency profiles on their website, giving the
fashion industry free access along with a
detailed information sheet.
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But what exactly does the triple A rating of
a modeling agency tell us?
On its website, MARS explains in a short
but expressive sentence: ‚The better the
position of a model agency in the market,
the higher its reputation and the longer
its history, the better will its rating be.‘ As
is widely known in the financial industry,
the power of ratings can have enormous
effects. The team of the MARS rating
committee has decided to base its ratingalgorithm on a broad set of data and
individual expertise.
In fact, the ratings of the agencies, which
range from AAA to D, offer a perfect
instrument to evaluate the overall risks
that you could face by working with
an agency, and not just the credit or
reputation risks. Be it that outstanding
invoices could only be paid with a delay
or not at all due to insufficient liquidity, or
that the agency has not enough market
power and reach to offer a model enough
jobs. There are many examples of use for
such a rating tool.
While one knows from the economy
that the power of ratings can have
tremendous effects, the folks at MARS
were wondering how accurate such
a modeling agency rating can be and
how it is defined. The answers from
the committee have revealed that the
MARS is based on a versatile, dynamic
and highly sophisticated algorithm that
takes advantage of other instruments to
refine its rating. Factors that should be
highlighted here, are the geographical
market power of the agency’s location, the
local and global modeling market share
and the market reach calculated from the
model contracts along with the number
and value of the modeling jobs, among
many other important factors.2

To define the first two factors, the MARS
uses another tool, the aptly called FACER
(abbreviation for Fashion Economic City
Rating), which specifies the exact value of
a city within the fashion industry by taking
economic data sets and considering the
competition on the local market. EDAQS
is expected to publish this list of the most
important cities in fashion sometime in
the first half of 2015.
MARS is also being used in the IFDAQalgorithm to maximize the analytical
accuracy of the same. The IFDAQ, is a
digital automated quotation system that
is said to be the most powerful fashion
instrument, and is another venture
between FMD and EDAQS that is being
used by selected fashion leaders since
2008, but will be open to the public very
soon. Altogether, the industry is keen
on seeing the influence of these fashion
analytical instruments in the near future.
In his critically acclaimed book ‚Blink‘,
author Malcolm Gladwell described how
humans can often detect and act on
patterns before they understand them,
now computers are learning to do the
same. Often we assume that the goal of
a rating system is to accurately capture
and quantify the things that we see. It’s
a reasonable explanation. But that’s the
beauty of big data, it can be dumb and
still be incredibly useful. We don’t need to
find a rhyme or reason in order to make
judgments about the world around us.
What is perhaps even more exciting is,
when vast computational power is applied
to simpler patterns. That’s when dumb
data starts to become smart.
And that is exactly why the team of
researchers and scientists built MARS –
to further progress toward a more agile,
modern, scientifically exact measurement
summary of the overall position of a

legit fashion model agency unique to
the fashion industry. However, against
the backdrop of these trends, before
we can manage effectively in a big data
world, we must first change our business
culture from one that values clever ideas
to one that embraces testing and action.
The fashion industry needs to take its
cues from the mass aggregation of
information, for success to grow further,
remain successful, or regain lost ground.
In particular and in essence, systems like
this, will enable us to create a simulation
economy where businesses can function
much more efficiently.
At present, MARS is providing an overview
of the world of professional modeling
agencies to interested parties. Ratings give
an informed opinion based on facts, expert
knowledge and mathematical formulae,
representing the overall position of an
agency in the market. As those positions
change, the ratings might as well do so.
So if your agency belongs to la crème de
la crème “It’s a Triple A!” could be your
outcry.
For more information about the
MARS,
please
visit
www.mars.im
the product’s profile at FOG http://
www.fashiononegroup.com/
digitalmedia/mars/ or on FMD www.
fashionmodeldirectory.com/info/mars/
The Fashion Model Directory (FMD) is the most
comprehensive and authoritative source of
professional fashion information, which operates
several online databases of information about
professional models, brands, designers, modeling
agencies, magazines and editorials.

1

Information shared within the scope of a defensive
publication issued by MARS/EDAQS on January 2014.

2

“... FACER (abbreviation for Fashion Economic City
Rating), which specifies the exact value of a city within
the fashion industry by taking economic data sets and
considering the competition on the local market. ”
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INTERVIEW| ALESSANDRA FIORINI

Alessandra
Fiorini
The Photographer Who Is Catching Moments With Brilliance
And Love
by Dijana Zeravica

The Brazilian born and raised Alessandra
Fiorini is doing what she loves, maybe that
is the reason why her pictures are full of
passion, summer feelings, good vibes and
love! But maybe it is also her exotic origin
that reflects her photography? Alessandra
is creating moments and pictures which
let us dream and beam to warm sunny
summer days combined with an easygoing lifestyle.
The cover of our recent issue is captured
by this genius photographer and is
blowing us away! We paid a lot of
attention to her work and sincerely fell
in love with the outcomes of her work.
We asked Alessandra how she would
12 | loveFMD.com

describe the power of photography, and
she answered: “Photography to me has
the power to awake emotions ... it has the
ability of transporting the viewer into that
particular moment.” Indeed, that’s what
we felt looking at Alessandra’s pictures.
Alessandra is focusing on photography in
fashion, beauty and fine art. Currently, she
resides between Miami and Los Angeles,
and you can see the influence of both
sunny cities in her pictures, which are
mostly sunny & fresh, showing us the good
life. She picks us up at where we look at the
photos and lets us take part, at least in our
imaginations. The staff and the models,
with whom the awesome photographer

is working, are never disappointing the
“Fiorini-Art-Lovers”!
Her work has graced editorials of GQ,
Esquire and numerous fashion and
lifestyle magazines. The loveFMD Team
is really pleased, that we also got the
opportunity to cooperate with this
photographer and gorgeous woman.
Alessandra is a gentle and warm person
who does what she loves. Please enjoy in
this issue the interview with Alessandra
Fiorini, as well as her Cover Story with the
dazzling Xenia Deli.
We wish Alessandra for her occupational
and personal career furthermore LOVE!

INTERVIEW| ALESSANDRA FIORINI
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INTERVIEW| ALESSANDRA FIORINI

Dear Alessandra, can you tell us about
your biography and how you got
started in photography?
I was born and raised in Brazil. Art in
general was of interest to me at a very
young age. But it is not until 5 years ago,
that I engaged into photography and I just
fell in love with. I never really planned it
out, it just sort of happened!

direction of the shoot.

We know it’s not easy to name favorite
models, but if you could select three
models for a shooting, who would it
be?
My friend Xenia Deli is for sure one of them,
although I already shot her. Someday I
would love to shoot Luma Grothe and
Solveig Hansen.

How has your style evolved in the last
years?
I definitely pay more attention to details
in regards to all aspects involved in a
shoot, and I think that that has reflected
in my work.

If you could give an advice for New
Faces and rising models, what would
it be?
To reach out to many photographers, to
test as much as they can and to try to get
out of their comfort zone.
The perfect model – a myth? What
makes a model perfect at a shooting?
For me the perfect model at a shooting
is the one that is there to give me what I
want, the one that is a great team player
to help achieve great results.
Did someone influence you to become
a photographer?
No, it really just happened, but for sure my
husband and my family were my biggest
support.

What’s the thing you like the most
about being a photographer? And the
least?
I love the fact that I’m always meeting new
people and I love the fun and beautiful
environment that is. The least? – I don’t
think I have one!

Where do you look for new ideas and
inspirations?
I get inspired by the fashion photographers
I admire.
On an emotional level, what can
photography make you feel?
Fulfilled, happy, I lose myself when I’m
shooting..: I definitely feel great!
What is the power of photography?
Photography to me has the power to
awaken emotions; it has the ability
of transporting the viewer into that
particular moment.
Do you remember an almost impossible
shoot to produce?
Yes, it was in the middle of the California
desert.

Out of all the places your career
has taken you, where was the most
memorable?
I really love Los Angeles with all its
amazing locations; LA is where I always
love to shoot.

Describe the conflict to do with
commercial versus artistic fashion
photography:
I think commercial photography is
fun to shoot but is in a fashion artistic
manner that I can express myself as a
photographer.

Do you have any traditions when you
begin a shot?
Before I begin a shoot I always send the
model a mood board and talk about the

How would you build a relationship with
the subjects you are photographing?
While I’m shooting I always like to show
the model a few shots in my camera. I

feel that is a good way to get them more
involved into that moment.
What do you like to shoot on you down
time?
Every now and then I like to dedicate
sometime to artistic nude photography.
What are your views on digitally
enhanced photos?
To be a part of today’s fashion industry,
knowing how to enhance your images is a
must, but I don’t like to manipulate much.
What do you prefer: film or digital?
I started in digital; I don’t know much
about film!
What role does retouching play in your
work?
I try to retouch minimally!
How do you think technology –
tweeting, blogging, social media, etc.
– has affected fashion? For better or
worse?
Social media has helped immensely in
getting me jobs and creating contacts
with people in the industry.
Who was your first artistic influence?
Peter Lindbergh is one of my favorite
photographers and definitely one that
inspires me.
Are you looking for little moments,
or are you searching for something
bigger?
I’m looking for big things, which are for
sure a combination of little moments.
Where do you see your career headed?
I’m working hard every day to grow and be
where I want to be. So far I see it headed in
the right direction so hopefully tomorrow
I can be someone in the fashion industry.
Thank you Alessandra for this great
interview!

FMD – „The best way to stay aware of new editorials and
news in the fashion industry!”
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INTRODUCING | PARK HYATT

PARK HYATT
by Iva Mirbach

The Austrian capital, Vienna, has welcomed
a new member of the Hyatt family, the Park
Hyatt Vienna, which recently opened on
June 2nd 2014. Marking the first ever Hyatt
hotel in Austria, Park Hyatt Vienna reflects
the intimate and understated elegance of
the Park Hyatt brand while taking cues and
influences from Viennese culture, making
it the ideal place to stay - for both business
and leisure travelers.
The Park Hyatt is situated in Vienna’s new
pedestrian “Goldenes Quartier” and on the
“Am Hof” square, and occupies a 100-yearold building that formerly served as the
headquarter of an Austrian Hungarian
monarchy bank and forms part of Vienna’s
First District, which is listed as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO. Located in the
heart of the most exclusive shopping
district in Vienna, just steps away from the
celebrated fashion houses and luxurious
boutiques of Tuchlauben and Kohlmarkt,
the hotel will be just a short walk from the
city’s most important sights, including Saint

Stephan Cathedral, the Hofburg Palace and
all the historic monuments and museums
that Vienna has to offer.
Featuring 143 generously sized guest rooms
ranging from 35m² to 170m², Park Hyatt
Vienna combines luxury with Viennese
elegance. Guests can choose from gourmet
cuisine at so called “The Bank” restaurant,
a cocktail at the whiskey and cigar lounge
“Living Room” or a snack at the “Pearl” bar.
Arany Spa offers various treatments, an inhouse fitness center and indoor swimming
pool. For business and social events, the
hotel offers 800m² of function space in
historical rooms equipped with the latest
technology.
Park Hyatt hotels provide discerning, affluent
business and leisure guests with elegant
and luxurious accommodations. All guests
receive highly attentive personal service in an
intimate environment. Located in several of
the world‘s premier destinations, each Park
Hyatt hotel is custom designed to combine

sophistication with a distinctive regional
character. The hotels feature well-appointed
guestrooms, meeting and special event
spaces for groups, critically acclaimed art,
food and beverage programs and signature
restaurants featuring award-winning chefs.
There are currently 34 Park Hyatt hotels
in the following locations: Abu Dhabi,
Beaver Creek, Beijing, Buenos Aires, Busan,
Canberra, Carlsbad, Changbaishan, Chennai,
Chicago, Dubai, Goa, Hamburg, Hyderabad,
Istanbul, Jeddah, Maldives, Melbourne,
Mendoza, Milan, Moscow, New York, Ningbo,
Paris, Saigon, Seoul, Shanghai, Siem Reap,
Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto, Vienna, Washington
D.C. and Zurich.
For more information visit parkhyatt.com

Monique Dekker, general manager of Park Hyatt Vienna – “We couldn’t be
more thrilled to bring the Park Hyatt brand to a city like
Vienna, which is more rich in culture, art, history and
sophistication”
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WHAT TO WEAR IN 2015!
Summer fashion season is almost upon us and it needn’t mean an entire new wardrobe. But it does mean that we need to start looking at
things in new ways. Soon we’re going to be reaching for lighter layers and, soon after that, tanks and shorts. As we long for warm sunny
days and start looking to the season ahead its worth keeping in mind the trends that combine nostalgia with style reinvention.
In our S/S 2015 issue our fashion editors tell you how to look guaranteed hot this summer. You will find brand new collections in our
editorials as we show you the trendiest looks. We’ve also aimed to help get into that mood for the new season. And so our editorials will
inspire you with beautiful creations and looks that are full of good vibes and positive energy shot by some of the big names in the industry,
Alessandra Fiorini, Stefan Imielski, Angela Eichhorn, just to name a few.
The other fashion eye-opener in this issue is the changing of how trends are born and so to keep the inspiration flowing we share our personal visions for the best trends of 2015. From shirtdresses to KimonoStyle Trench coats, and the all-white look from head to toe, we rave it up.
We also give you a cross-section of the classically stylish, eyebrow-raising, and all-together talk-worthy shoes of the season (p 109). To top
it all off, we highlight the power of denim and how it has redefined the rulebook with fresh ideas and lavish new details. The familiar fabric
has been embraced in new ways this season with the blues gone posh.
And so without further ado allow us to present the trends that will be most ubiquitous this coming season. Viel Spaß beim Lesen !
With much love,
Your loveFMD Team
Iva Mirbach & Dijana Zeravica

FASHION
A regola d’arte by Angela Eichhorn
Annie by Wolf Steiner
Cover Story: Desert Bound by Alessandra
Fiorini
Cool As A Cucumber by Wolf Steiner
Edge Of Illusion by Omar Coria
Be Wild And Soft by Stefan Imielski
Shades Of Style by Marco Rothenburger
Green Note by Stefan Imielski
Special Shoes
Special Bags
Wolford
Odeur
Glaw
Zofie Angelic Couture
The New Anna Allen
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A regola d'arte
PHOTOGRAPHER ANGELA EICHHORN
FASHION STYLIST HANNA ERZ
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FASHION| A REGOLA D‘ARTE
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FASHION| DESERT BOUND
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FASHION| A REGOLA D‘ARTE
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FASHION| A REGOLA D‘ARTE

all clothings worn througout by BÉLIER
MAKE UP & HAIR STYLIST LAURA ABENDROTH
MODEL MAYA STEPPER
LOCATION HAEFELE HAUS
ART (BACKGROUND) THOMAS NOLDEN, ULLA
MARQUARD & PETER WEBER
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FASHION| ANNIE

PHOTOGRAPHER WOLF STEINER
FASHION STYLIST JOSEFINE ENGLUND
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RAILS LOS ANGELES shirt
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this page: ICEBERG top
opposite page: DIESEL
biker jacket
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FASHION| ANNIE

N°21 top, pants, belt and shoes
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this page: LANVIN
jacket and pants; N°21
shoes
opposite page: N°21
top, pants and belt
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
MIKE YORK
MAKE UP AND HAIR
STYLIST ADRIANA
HOLBAN
PHOTOGRAPHER
ASSISTANT VANESSA
HARTMANN
FASHION STYLIST
ASSISTANT NICOLÒ
ANDREONI
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
MIKE YORK
MODEL ANNIE VAN
RICKLEY @ INDEPENDENT MGMT MILAN
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MELODY EHSANI earrings; ELLIOTT
LABEL printed top; GURIA BEACHWEAR
top & bottom
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PHOTOGRAPHER ALESSANDRA FIORINI
FASHION STYLIST MATTHEW HENSLEY
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this and opposite page: MARLIES DEKKERS bra; G-STAR top; MODELS OWN
skirt; BOORIN BROS hat; BURBERRY
scarf; MELODY EHSANI necklace worn
as belt; CARMEN STEFFENS clutch;
PENNY LOES KENNY shoes
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FASHION| DESERT BOUND
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this page: G-STAR jacket; OYE bikini top
and bottom; MARLIES DEKKERS feather
garter worn as belt
opposite page: MARLIES DEKKERS bustier; MELODY EHSANI necklace/body
chain; JOE’S shoes
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FASHION| DESERT BOUND
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FASHION| DESERT BOUND
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this page: MELODY EHSANI earrings;
ELLIOTT LABEL printed top; GURIA
BEACHWEAR top & bottom
opposite page: G-STAR jacket; MARLIES
DEKKERS bustier; RAMY BROOK leather
pants; MELODY EHSANI earrings; CARMEN STEFFENS bag and shoes
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FASHION| DESERT BOUND
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G STAR shirt; MARLIES DEKKERS bra &
thong corset; PENNY LOVES KENNY boots;
VINTAGE hat
MAKE UP & HAIR STYLIST SABRINA
SANCHEZ
MODEL XENIA DELI
SPECIAL THANKS TO DIJANA ZERAVICA
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FASHION| COOL AS A CUCUMBER
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DIESEL top, trousers, necklace and belts
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this page and opposite page: on Monika
GLAW blouse; DIESEL
jeans and belt; BENEDETTA BRUZZICHES
handbag; ALINA
SCHUERFELD shoes; on
Mary
ELISABETTA
FRANCHI blouse and
skirt; BENEDETTA
BRUZZICHES handbag; DR. MARTENS
HUMANIC shoes
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FASHION| COOL AS A CUCUMBER

on Mary ELISABETTA FRANCHI jacket; SUPERTRASH dress; DR. MARTENS
shoes; on Monika IVA MIRBACH dress;
HEY MR. shoes
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FASHION| COOL AS A CUCUMBER

on Monika DIESEL dress; HEY MR.
shoes; on Mary GLAW top; SUPERTRASH skirt; DIESEL belt worn around
the chest; HEY MR. shoes;
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this page: on Mary
DIESEL dress and belt;
DR. MARTENS shoes;
on Monika DIESEL
blouse, jeans and belt;
HUMANIC shoes
opposite page: on Monika SUPERTRASH jacket;
DIESEL jeans and belt;
on Mary GLAW jacket;
4 COLORED scarf
woren as top; DIESEL
leather trousers and
belt; HUMANIC boots
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FASHION| COOL AS A CUCUMBER

on Mary DIESEL jacket, jumpsuite and
rucksack; DR.MARTENS shoes; on Monika DIESEL jacket and dress; FABIENNE
CHAPOT bag; DR. MARTENS shoes
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FASHION| COOL AS A CUCUMBER

DIESEL jacket and belts; DR. MARTENS shoes
CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH
STYLE ASSISTANT MIKE YORK
MAKE UP STYLIST ADRIANNA HOLBAN
HAIR STYLIST DANI CORNEA
MODELS MONIKA S @ EXIT & MARY @
STELLA MODELS
PRODUCTION BY FMD
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FASHION| EDGE OF ILLUSION

EDGE
OF
ILLUSION
PHOTOGRAPHER OMAR CORIA
FASHION STYLIST JUKA
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EDGAR LOZANO dress; BIMBA Y LOLA
necklace
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this and opposite page: EDGAR
MORALES dress; H&M skirt; LOUIS
VUITTON purse; VERO DÍAZ iridescent
pleated skirt
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FASHION| EDGE OF ILLUSION
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this and opposite page: BENITO
SANTOS cape and pants; H&M blouse;
MYKITA sunglasses; FENDI booty
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FASHION| EDGE OF ILLUSION
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FASHION| EDGE OF ILLUSION
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this page: EDGAR LOZANO dress;
ZARA cape
opposite page: LAVILL trench coat; ZARA
coat; EDGAR LOZANO belt
HAIR STYLIST JONATHAN MAS
MODEL JESSICA LUOSTARINEN @
PARAGON MODEL MANAGEMENT
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BE
WILD
AND
SOFT

FASHION| BE WILD AND SOFT

PHOTOGRAPHER STEFAN IMIELSKI
FASHION EDITOR DIJANA ZERAVICA
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GUIDO MARIA KRETSCHMER top and skirt;
HERMES shoes
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FASHION| BE WILD AND SOFT
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this page: RIANI coat; BCBG body
opposite page: DJO STYLE coat
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this page: ZUHAIR MURAD dress
opposite page: MIU MIU dress; JIL
SANDER top
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FASHION| BE WILD AND SOFT
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this page: RIANI dress and skirt; J BY JANIKO shoes; DE GRISOGONO necklace
opposite page: FATIMA HALWANI
dress; CHRISTIAN DIOR ring; SENCE
COPENHAGEN bracelet; CHANEL
vintage earrings
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FASHION| BE WILD AND SOFT
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FASHION| BE WILD AND SOFT

ELISABETTA FRANCHI dress; WOLFORD
tights; RÖCKL gloves; STELLA & DOT
necklace
FASHION STYLIST SAMUEL SOHEBI
MAKE-UP AND HAIR STYLIST RENATA
TRAUPE
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FASHION| SHADES OF STYLE

SHADES OF

STYLE
PHOTOGRAPHER MARCO ROTHENBURGER
FASHION STYLIST LARA PACKHEISER
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previous page, this and opposite page:
GLAW blouse; ZOFIE ANGELIC COUTURE headpiece and necklace; MARIA
BLACK rings
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this and opposite page: ZOFIE ANGELIC COUTURE jewelry shirt; KONPLOTT
earings and bangle; JASMIN JOVY
rings; DANGUALE trousers
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this page: LARA PACKHEISER feather-shirt; PROMOD skirt; KONPLOTT
necklace and earrings; MARIA BLACK
bangle; PIECES clutch
opposite page:AVIATRIX dress, LARA
PACKHEISER trousers; VERSACE x H&M
necklace
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this and opposite page: IRENE LUFT
dress; JASMINA JOVY rings; MARIA
BLACK bangle; MICHAEL KORS bangle
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this and opposite page: GLAW dress;
KONPLOTT necklace; JASMINA JOVI
rings
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FASHION| SHADES OF STYLE

NADINE CEDLIN dress; KONPLOTT
necklace and bracelet
MAKE UP & HAIR STYLIST KATARINA
HILDEBRANDT
MODEL GABRIELA @ MOST WANTED
MODELS
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FASHION| LEONI PERFECT

Green

N ote
PHOTOGRAPHER STEFAN IMIELSKI
FASHION STYLIST STEFAN IMIELSKI
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this page: ARMANI
jacket; XOLUXORY
panties; EMILIO
PUCCI necklace
opposite page:
TOM TAILOR coat
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this page: CALVIN
KLEIN top
opposite page:
MAISON CLOSE
body
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FASHION| LEONI PERFECT
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this page: PRADA skirt
opposite page: MAISON CLOSE body
MAKE-UP & HAIR BY KATHARINA
ECKERT
MODEL LEONI HÖLLER @ MODEL
MANAGEMENT HAMBURG
POST PRODUCTION BY MONICA
CHAMORRO
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SPECIAL | SHOES
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Legwrap
STUART WEITZMAN $498

by Iva Mirbach
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SPECIAL | SHOES

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

sporty
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Adriana metallic light gold, ACNE STUDIO $430.00
251 Sneakers, DSQUARED2 $395.00
Oversize-Sneaker, ALEXANDER MCQUEEN $620.00
Flying Tiger Sneakers, KENZO $295.00
Rete Sneaker, BOTTEGA VENETA $69000
The Field Sneaker, BURBERRY PORSUM $595.00
Tron Womens Croc, ALEJANDO INGELMO $775.00
Trainers, ETRO $630.00
Marble Sneakers, BALENCIAGA $665.00
Avant Première, MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA $830.00
Palazzo Buckled Hi-Top Sneakers, VERSACE $1,175.00
Sneakers Sexy Rockstar, PHILIPP PLEIN $945.00
Leather Sneakers, BARBARA BUI $600,00
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SPECIAL | SHOES

1

4

2

3

5

6

Classic Screw Wedges Sandals, BALENCIAGA $965.00
2.
Eleanor, SERGIO ROSSI $495.00
3.
Première, MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA $1,050.0000
4.
Rope Track Wedges Sandals, BALENCIAGA $665.00
5.
Studded Suede Wedge Sandals, BARBARA BUI $705,00
6.
Wedges Cornelia, STELLA MCCARTNEY $1,235.00
White Foulard Print Brocade Wedges, DOLCE & GABBANA $945.00
1.

7
7.

wedge
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metallic
High-heeled Sandals, MOSCHINO $1,075.00
2.
Sandals, GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI $2,150.00
3.
Python Wrap Drawstring Ankle Boot, TOM FORD $2,190.00
T-Strap Pailette Vara Sandal, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO $975.00
5.
Metallized Calfskin Sandals, CHANEL
6.
Metallic Sabrina Pumps, OSCAR DE LA RENTA $770.00
7.
Gold Triple Platform Heel, VERSACE $1,775.00
1.

4.
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animal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

9

Ayers Snake Strappy Padlock Sandal, TOM FORD $1,990.00
Aurora, ALEJANDRO INGELMO $1,195.00
Classic Jane 105 Wedge Sandals, YSL $885.00
Cindy Slingback Peep Toe, NARCISIO RODRIQUES $895.00
Myslide Sandal, STUART WEITZMAN $435.00
Pyramid, IVY KIRZHNER $475.00
Sandals Reptilia, PHILIPP PLEIN $554.00
Pump With Pointed Toe, FENDI
Lahoya, JEFFREY CAMPBELL $175.00
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pastel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cocco Toe Cap Sandales, ALTUZARRA $995.00
Lace Vara T-Strap Sandal, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO $795,00
Martor Shoes, ROLAND MOURET approx. $1,550.00
Fashion Show Sandals, FENDI $795,00
Puzzle, SERGIO ROSSI $995,00
Keypunch, STUART WEITZMAN
Lotus Flower Appliqué Peeptoe Bootie, ALEXANDER MCQUEEN $1,245.00
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gold
7.

1.
Valencia, IVY KIRZHNER $495.00
2.
Studded Platform Heel, VERSACE $1,895.00
3.
Leather Open Lace-Up Sandal, TOM FORD $1,890.00
4.
Bianca 105 T-Strap Sandals, YSL $885.00
5.
High-heeled Sandals, MOSCHINO $1,195.00
6.
Wedges Sandals, GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI $1,175.00
Leather Gladiator Sandal With Chain Heel, TOM FORD $2,690.00
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Precious
STUART WEITZMAN $775

S/S 2015 HANDBAG TRENDS
by Iva Mirbach
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1

casual
3

2

4
5

6

7

8
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11

9

10

13
12

14

Classic Baby Sac De Jour Bag, YSL $2,590.00
2.
The Mini Bee, BURBERRY $2,795.00
3.
Single Handle Bag, VALENTINO $3,645,00
4.
Medium Trapeze Handbag, CELINE $2,100.00
5.
T-Lock Printed Patent Tote, TORY BURCH $595.00
6.
Le Dix Zip Cartable, BALENCIAGA $2,295.00
7.
Small Leather Bag, DOLCE & GABBANA $1,295.00
8.
Boomerang Clutch, NARCISIO RODRIGUES $1,295.00
Flamingo Intreciato Nappa Avers Glimmer bag, BOTTEGA VENETTA approx. $4,980.00
10. Sedgwick Medium Python Tote, TOM FORD $5,990.00
11. Mini Kalifornia Gommato, KENZO $485.00
12. Small Fringe Lunch Bag, PROENZA SCHOULER $1,175.00
13. Rylan Tote, REBECCA MINKOFF $895,00
14. Bowling Bag, SOPHIE HULME $1,055.00
15. Quill Triangle Bag, 3.1 PHILLIP LIM $1,250.00
1.

15
9.
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4
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bag

Small Drawstring Bucket Bag, SOPHIE HULME $2,085.00
2.
Classic Medium Monogram, YSL $2,950.00
3.
Small Boy Chanel Flap Bag, CHANEL
4.
Small leather bag, MOSCHINO $1,395.00
5.
Deep Night, LONGCHAMP $725.00
6.
Mini M.A.C. Crossbody, REBECCA MINKOFF $225.00
7.
Swagger 20 Carryall, COACH $375.00
8.
Python Mini ‚Madness“ Bag, BARBARA BUI $930,00
9.
Shoulder Bag, ETRO $3,060.00
10. XS Sunny Pollock Bag, ZADIG & VOLTAIR approx. $550.00
11. Shoulder Bag, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO $2,500.00
12. Malletage Pochette Flap, LOUIS VUITTON $4,400.00
Pale Intreccio Cross-Stitch Mangrovia Olimpia Bag, BOTTEGA VENETTA $4,350.00
14. Shoulder Bag, PACO RABANNE
1.

13.

10

9

11

13

12

14
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12

14

13

15

1.
Kimberley Clutch, DSQUARED2 $1,075.00
Natalie Raffia Box Clutch, LK BENETTE approx. $285.00
3.
Charlize, GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI $1,125.00
4.
Clutch, ROBERTO CAVALLI $1,635.00
5.
Clutch, MARNI $1,120.00
6.
Geometric Embroidered Leather Clutch Bag,
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON $695.00
7.
Cube Clutch, ERMANNO SCERVINO
8.
Cabochon Gao, OSCAR DE LA RENTA $1,695.00
9.
Micro Baguette, FENDI $1,400.00
10. Romatic Chandelier Clutch, MCM $2,975.00
11. Salamander Embroidery Long Knuckle Box Clutch,
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN $3,795.00
12. Gemma, STUART WEITZMAN $755.00
13. Palais Royal Clutch, ROLAND MOURET approx. $2,250.00
14. Satin Handle Bag, ALBERTA FERETTI $1,520.00
15. Sweety Charity Nu Fluo Mat Spikes,
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN $1,445.00
16. Soft Sided Rectangle Champagne Multi Clutch,
JUDITH LEIBER $4,295.00
17. Jean Banded, EDIE PARKER $1,295.00
18. Cellphone Minaudière, HALSTON $295.00
19. Envelope Clutch Petrol Multi, MARY KATRANTZOU $1,080.00
2.

16

17

18

19

clutches
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Wolford
A Synonym For Second Skin
by Clinton Gonsalvez

When it comes to luxury hosiery there is no
brand like Wolford. The brand is a favorite of
the stars and with celebrities such as Nicole
Kidman, Madonna and Rihanna regularly
spotted wearing its tights, international
consumers have been rapidly gaining
awareness of its name. Wolford tights add
the finishing touch to a woman’s outfit with
their unrivalled quality of fabric, distinctive
feel as well as impeccable fit which makes
their products feel like second skin. So how
did Wolford become a megabrand and stay
many steps ahead, season after season
for 6 straight decades ? The answer to that
lies in Wolford‘s strong image and great
recognition that has maintained its rep as
the ultimate luxury hosier in the world.
Looking back, Wolford‘s success story began
back in 1949 in Bregenz on Lake Constance,
Austria when Industrialist Reinhold Wolff
and retailer Walter Palmers founded a
company under the name Wolff & Co. KG to
create stockings for women made from pure
silk and rayon. Their creation happened at
a time when Nylon stockings were much in
demand. Registration of the brand name
„Wolford“ (an acronym, derived from the
name of the founder Reinhold Wolff and the
town of Oxford) took place in 1950.
Since the very beginning, the brand
has had an innovative potential with a
niche. Wolff and Palmers had a longsighted visionary thinking, and through
their innovative knitting technology they
incorporated the fields of production and
sales into a successful brand strategy.
The technology they used was based on
second hand American cotton machines,
which were modified to suit the brands‘
quality standards and for the development
of specific product characteristics. The
alterations to the machines were difficult to
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replicate or copy and it gave the company a
head start against possible competitors. In
1954, further technological developments
led to the première of the first seamless
nylon stocking from Wolford and sparked
the company‘s drive to research and develop
new knits and yarns.
In 1969, Wolford partnered with DuPont to
produce a new bi-component yarn called
Cantrece which was used to develop a
transparent and extremely elastic pair of
tights with an excellent fit culminating in
the launch of a line called ‚Cantrece from
Wolford‘. At the time it was a revolutionary
development. Numerous other product
developments followed and the research
& development department worked on the
development of new yarns and fibres, as
well as on innovative knitting and refining
techniques.
In 1975 Wolford released ‚Luxor‘, which was
a successor and further development of its
‚Ladder-Resistant‘ tights (released in 1962).
‚Luxor‘ or ‚Ladder-Resistant II‘, was a pair of
matt tights with a completely ring-free mesh
structure and offered the very best wearing
comfort. This was soon followed up by ‚Miss
Wolford Tights‘, the first transparent support
stockings which was a perfect harmony
between function and aesthetics. Its
double-covered Lycra ensured long-lasting
durability.
During the eighties, Wolford launched
five new products with each being an
improvement in the silky texture of its
hosiery. The company launched ‚Raschel
Fabric‘ in 1981, the first legwear made from
the finest lace which was manufactured
using special warp knitting machines.
In 1983 Wolford partnered with Chantal
Thomas to exclusively produce ‚Legs in Lace‘,

this highly-successful strategy of producing
exclusive ranges for the best designer
names in the lingerie market continued with
exclusive partnerships such as La Perla, and
many more.
In 1988, Wolford launched ‚Velvet de Luxe
Tights‘ and ‚Satin Touch Tights‘. The former
was a velvety soft, matt and opaque pair of
tights, which resulted from a special yarn
manufacturing procedure that remains a
key part of the Essential Legwear collection
up to this day. The latter was a pair of
transparent, glistening tights, knitted with
double-covered Lycra, which was extremely
durable. Wolford ended the eighties was
‚Satin Opaque‘ which blended satin sheen
with Lycra.
It was in the eighties also that Wolford having
been motivated by previous success made a
change in its strategy, with the focus being
placed on achieving a positioning within the
luxury segment. Furthermore, in April 1988,
the company structure was transformed into
a public limited company with it developing
its branded image. The ‚Lady shares‘ from
Wolford was noted on the stock exchange in
Vienna since 14th February 1995.
During the 1990‘s, the company separated
its hosiery and bodywear into two distinct
fashion divisions. The first stage in the
historic development of its product range
saw it make the step from tights to bodies
in 1992. These bodies did not feature any
seams; instead they were based on the
same circular knitting technology that was
used in the successful tight models. This
development was followed by a stringent
product diversification based on the brand‘s
quality standards, and saw the range being
expanded to incorporate additional areas of
bodywear.

From left to right: August Rammer, Hans Wolff, Walter M. Palmers, Johann Wolff, Hans Joachim
Palmers, Reinhold Wolff, Julius Wolff, Erich Fleisch. Photograph dated 1950.

Highly specialised knitting technology is the DNA – for the best
product quality, the perfect fit and the very best in comfort.

With an in-house research and development department, a doubling mill, knitting mill, sewing room and dyeing mill, a colour laboratory and flexible
partners in the supply industry, Wolford continues to astound with its innovations.

Regular technical maintenance in production

Visual Checking

Shaping
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Limited Edition Tights: Exclusiv Glam Rock Style X 699
The „unforgettable touch“ of Wolford
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Forming luxury on the skin

The label tapped famed photographer Mario Testino for its fall-winter 2014 campaign which featured Caroline Winberg.
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With the aim of creating more inimitable and
unique products, and to further consolidate
the company‘s role as a leader in innovation,
the brand extended its line to include
Swimwear, again through a successful
product diversification. ‚Seamless Bodies‘
was launched in 1992 which was quickly
followed by the ‚Aura Tights‘ and the ‚Fatal
Tights‘ in 1993 and 1994 respectively.
Furthermore, their further development
was manifested in stylish legwear,
seamless figure enhancing dresses, which
compliment and track the female shape, or
exclusive creations made from ready-made
knit. 1996 saw the launch of the circularknitted, seamless ‚Swimbodies‘ which was
refined, seamless one-piece swimsuits
and established body-knit for women of
all shapes and sizes offering an ideal body
hugging fit. The following year, the swimwear
line was expanded to include refined twopiece swimsuits – the Swimkinis.
In 1999 Wolford produced their first lingerie
range under the title of ‚Body Culture‘ to
compliment their other product groups and
styled in a purist manner. It was based on
two materials that had already been used
successfully in the legwear and bodywear
ranges: ‚Satin de Luxe‘ – radiant and opaque
– and the exclusive ‚Velvet by Wolford‘ –
an extremely soft polyamide yarn that is
produced exclusively for Wolford.
Wolford‘s first boutique was founded in 1992,
on Madison Avenue, New York and as the
nineties came to a close, the Wolford brand
appeared independently in many exclusive
retail outlets across the globe. Wolford
continued to follow its boutique expansion
in the 2000‘s thereby creating a network
across the most prestigious locations in
the fashion capitals of the world. Wolford‘s
distribution strategy consisted of its own
and partner-run boutiques, factory outlets
as well as concession shop-in-shops and
Wolford online boutiques. The brand also
sells its products via exclusive department
stores and specialist shops.
In the 2000‘s Wolford continued the
diversification of its product range. From 2005
onwards, the ready-to-wear range expanded
to include women‘s outer garments. While
from 2007, the company developed its
accessories product range ,which included
scarves and neck ties, leather accessories,
including a range of belts, round off the
range of products.

With the establishment of the five product
groups legwear, ready-to-wear, lingerie,
swimwear and accessories over the course
of 6 decades Wolford‘s milestones stand as
contemporary witnesses to its innovative
knitting art and extraordinary designs. Its
dedication to quality, and its innovative spirit
became the foundations for the numerous
innovations that Wolford has launched over
the course of its company history.
By establishing itself as a leading
manufacturer in the global luxury market,
Wolford also entered into creative
partnerships with renowned fashion
designers from very early on. To name but
a very few, Jean-Paul Gaultier; the queen
of fashion design, Vivienne Westwood; and
the creative genius Karl Lagerfeld have
all utilised the opportunities provided by
Wolford‘s innovative technology for the
implementation of unique products. Over
the years Wolford has also set an example
in the visual sector through sophisticated
imagery having enlisted renowned
international photographers such as Helmut
Newton, Howard Schatz, Jean Baptiste
Mondino, Bruno Bisang, Thiemo Sander,
Günther Kathrein, Francis Giacobetti, Markus
Klinko & Indrani and Rankin to develop the
imagery of its brand.
Today, Wolford is a trendsetter in the world
of fashion and stands as an internationally
recognised luxury brand with an extensive
range of products for the wardrobe – from
head to toe that are designed to last using
its innovative technology. With an in-house
research and development department, a
doubling mill, knitting mill, sewing room and
dyeing mill, a colour laboratory and flexible
partners in the supply industry, Wolford
continues to astound with its innovations.
When compared to other brands, Wolford
hosiery usually lasts longer and is less prone
to run, because of its proprietary secrets
throughout the manufacturing process
from yarn selection to knitting and finishing.
Highly specialised knitting technology
is the DNA coupled with highly qualified
staff and a high density of quality controls
that guarantee the best possible quality, a
perfect fit and the uncompromising comfort
of Wolford products.

high-quality tights, stockings, leggings,
apparel, lingerie, shapewear, swimwear and
accessories are sold in 65 countries through
270 boutiques, 3,000 trading partners and
15 online shops. The best-selling items are
the opaque‘s in winter and the sheers in
summer, as well as pieces with shaping and
contouring and popular bodysuits.
Wolford has been publicly listed on
the Vienna Stock Exchange since 1995,
generated sales of EUR 156.47 million in the
2012/13 financial year (May 1, 2012 – April
30, 2013), and has about 1,600 employees.
The company‘s brand culture is lived by a
dynamic team who use their expertise to
implement the strategy and philosophy
of the Austrian brand. In September 2014,
it announced plans to restructure and
revamp its label. The first alteration was
marked by the hire of Grit Seymour, as the
inaugural creative director who was tasked
with refreshing the brand’s legwear, lingerie,
and ready-to-wear offerings. In January of
this year, the company appointed Ashish
Sensarma as its CEO to drive profitable
growth. Sensarma replaced Holger Dahmen,
who was CEO for more than 10 years (from
January 2004 to January 31, 2014 and served
as the Chairman of Management Board of
Wolford until January 31, 2014). With over 30
years of experience in the apparel industry ,
Sensarma is a specialist in branded retailing
with a global understanding of consumer
aspirations in the mid market and luxury
segments, coupled with a deep knowledge
of multi-distribution channels.
With a history that spans nearly 65 years
Wolford has evolved from a local producer
of pantyhose to a global luxury fashion
brand with an extensive range of products.
With timeless styles and subtle references
to the latest trends perfectly stylising the
female silhouette, the brand fulfils its claim
of being both unique and luxurious. Instantly
recognisable, Wolford pieces have become
wardrobe staples. With its proven record for
creativity and innovation, strong product
development in-house and its unique
quality conscious knitwear competence,
Wolford is the essence of luxury on ones skin
and it shall continue to occupy its crown
position as the ultimate luxury hosier for
many decades to come.

The brand continues to develop several
products with fashion houses. More recently,
it has done Gucci, Missoni, Zac Posen, Kenzo,
Valentino, Emilio Pucci, Vivienne Westwood,
and Lagerfeld Gallery. Its beautifully made,
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oDEUR
Catching Up With Odeur At The Mercedes Benz Fashion Week
In Berlin 2015
by Klaudia Ciszonek

Halfway through the first day of the Berlin
fashion week, the Mercedes Benz stand was
already overloaded with fashion designers,
models and fabulous denizens of the glitzy
industry coming together to give fashion
critics, editors and fashion lovers a dose
of their 2015 collections. With labels like
Augustin Teboul, Bobby Kolade, Kaviar
Gauche, Dorothee Schumacher and Dawid
Tomaszewski presenting their Fall/Winter
2015/16 collections, it was a trendy spot
for the industry. Fashion weeks are always
exciting and hectic and as usual everything
was incredibly busy with no one having time
for anything as they had to run for the next
show with a cup of coffee in one hand and a
Chanel 255 in another. Luckily for me, I had
the incredible opportunity to have a brief
chat with Odeur designers in between the
shows about their new collection and also
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some relevant plans for the future.
Odeur, was founded by Petter Hollström in
Stockholm in 2006, as a brand experiment.
By replacing the traditional word-based
logotype with a brand specific scent that
is infused in the garments, Odeur was able
to become the label with a non-visual
logotype. The scent is described as white,
clean and light. The triangular shape is often
used to brand the collection and represents
the construction of the scent – with a base
note, middle note and top note.
The collections are developed drawing
from a wide range of inspirations. Elements
incorporated are always present in
direct surroundings, including musical,
contemporary art, film and architectural
references. Odeur embraces such open

interaction through its uni-sex and
multidisciplinary approach towards design.
Designed by Petter Hollström and Gorjan
Lauseger, from its humble beginnings of
designing T-shirts Odeur has expanded
into selling clothing, jeans, outerwear,
footwear and accessories. From 2013, the
newly conceived diffusion line ODR and
the effortlessly clean quality accessory line
Odeur Artefacts, have been added to the
brands portfolio. The brand has spread to
over 20 countries and because of its good
quality, dark colors and unisex designs it is
a favorite to many fashionistas and one of
the most appreciated trends in the fashion
world.

INTRODUCING | ODEUR

Thank you so much for giving me the
opportunity to speak with you. I am
going to start by asking about your
new collection which I just saw. What is
your current inspiration?
Petter Hollström: Our inspiration has
always been to work with contrast and we
love how different things can cooperate
in all kind of areas. For that reason we
are always trying to find the contrast in
everything we create. For example the
contrasts between the garments, colours,
light, music and cultures. This is how we
are like.
Gorjan Lauseger: Yes, this is what
differentiates our label. The contrast
theme comes from the idea of hiding,
camouflage, being someone else. We are
playing a lot with black and white, also in
this collection. That is our main focus.
What is your target market? What sort
of customers are you looking for?
Petter Hollström: I think our target
market are people who are interested in
culture, music, fashion. We are obviously
not making crazy outfits, it’s not like we
are couture designers and we are always
trying to make basic silhouettes. So I
would say the perfect customer is the
person who wants to kind of stand out of
the crowd but still not attract too much
attention.
Gorjan Lauseger: Yes, our garments are
always wearable, comfortable and good

quality and we know that our customers
are always after that.
Petter Hollström: Also – in the time of a
global market, I think you can find that
sort of customers in every country.
Are you planning to expand to more
than the 20 countries you are selling
your brand in?
Gorjan Lauseger: We are constantly
working with the sellers and buyers. To be
honest we haven’t really planned which
markets to target. The interesting fact
that we’ve found out recently was that
our customers have found us first, not
the other way round. We moved in to the
market and we are still trying to see which
countries would be interested in buying
our clothes. We are not aiming to expand
to any specific country at the moment, it’s
more like doing research and investing in
our brand now.
Why did you choose Berlin ?
Both: We love Berlin!
Gorjan Lauseger: We love the city and
we have a really convenient collaboration
with the Temporary Showroom (press,
PR and sales agency) which is also very
important in terms of business and
upcoming fashion shows. As for the city –
everything seems to be structured and on
the right place and it just feels so natural.
We’ve done shows in Stockholm but we
definitely prefer to show our collection

here (in Berlin). We generally like the
atmosphere and people.
Your collection reminds me of Berlin!
For example, Kreuzberg is said to be one
of the most popular and fashionable
boroughs but it is also a bit edgy! What
is it that you like about Berlin and how
does it affect your creativity?
Petter Hollström: Berlin is such an
amazing city. There are so many people
craving for the culture, new designs and
new things and that fact makes the city
very open-minded in every way! It is also
very easy-going….
Gorjan Lauseger: Yes, it is easy-going but
at the same time it is very well-organized
and structured . I think it‘s very fascinating.
Coming to Berlin is always like an amazing
experience and we are always able to find
a lot of things that inspire us.
Petter Hollström: I personally really
like the fact that you have those huge
buildings and narrow streets on one side
and then everything is so spacious and
wide on another.
Gorjan Lauseger: Everything is more
spacious and larger than life in a way. It
definitely defines our designs.
Thank you Petter Hollström & Gorjan
Lauseger for this great interview!

“…Berlin is such an amazing city. There are so many people
craving for the culture, new designs and new things and
that fact makes the city very open-minded in every way! It
is also very easy-going…”
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GLAW
“It is exactly what you think it is. GLAW”
by Dijana Zeravica
PHOTOS:
PHOTOGRAPHER WOLF STEINER
FASHION STYLISTS IVA MIRBACH & DIJANA ZERAVICA
STYLE ASSISTANT MIKE YORK
CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH
MAKE UP STYLIST ADRIANNA HOLBAN
HAIR STYLIST DANI CORNEA
MODELS MONIKA S @ EXIT

This slogan definitely lives up to its
promise! The Berlin based Designer Duo of
this brand, Maria Poweleit and Jesko Wilke,
are the creative heads behind the young
fashion label GLAW. The designers met
each other at the fashion school ESMOD in
Berlin. A big amount of luck for all fashion
lovers, that Maria and Jesko decided to
put together their creative gifts and build
the label GLAW, which was in 2011. It was
the beginning of a high-end fashion label.
Their vision of a woman in the 21st century
is that women clothing honing in on a cross
between female power and fragileness.
GLAW portrays this point of view, and isn’t
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just a brand for the young folk. It is for
every age, for women full of self-assurance
and the love for unique design. GLAW
is well known for luxury materials and
high quality manufacturing standards.
The label is driven by “complexity and
feminist ambivalence and leaves room for
interpretation.”
The young designers are creating
memorable looks; it is a mix between
urban elegance with a slight touch of
psychedelic femininity. The designs seem
controversial, on the one hand full of
power, on the other hand full of fragility,
while arbitrating an elfish look. The

materials are distinguished by valuable
material, like silk, lace and leather. The
GLAW Spring/Summer 2015 designs are
a mix of pastel colors with contrasts.
The predominant colors are lilac, iceblue, white and black. To get the S/S 15
“glawish” look, you shouldn’t miss the
great jumpsuits and maxi dresses, which
the label is offering this season!
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Zofie Angelic
Couture
The Art Of Handmade Jewelry
by Dijana Zeravica

The designs of Zofie Angelic Couture (ZAC)
are like glamorous grunge combined
with cyber punk creations. Zofie would
describe her style simple: “Glamour-Rock”.
The jewelry couture of this brand includes
high quality couture jewelry, accessories
and extravagant apparel in exclusive,
limited editions and made to order. Her
work is inspired by historical epoch like art
nouveau and art deco. Zofie Angelic chose
the inspiration from the glamour of the
early 20`s for her jewelry collection.
For the handcraft designs, Zofie uses
ancient, traditional handicraft expertise of
glassmakers for the one-of-a-kind pieces.
Beside the material glass, for example the
precision-cut Swarovski crystals, she works
with high-grade metals and premium
Italian leather. The creations are as unique
and special as they are produced and
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created. The haute couture line is hand
produced by the designer herself, while the
limited edition series originate from the
world-renowned jewelry manufacturers.
ZAC is not presenting seasonal collections
– like most designers do - because her “art
collections” are not supposed to be ruled
by seasons.
The designer behind the label is of course
Zofie. The cosmopolitan designer has
international roots, being born in the Czech
Republic and having a Czech mother and
a French father. Her mother endorsed her
to become a fashion designer, because
she saw her daughter´s creativity right
away. When she was younger, Zofie
created jewelry together with her mother
for herself and her girlfriends. So it seems
like her future was predetermined.

Sometime of her life, the beautiful designer
spent in Denmark, where she got in
contact with the Scandinavian aesthetic.
Her studies brought her from Copenhagen
to Paris, and then to London, Barcelona,
Madrid, Prague and Berlin, where she is
based at the moment. So in summary,
after nearly two decades in Paris, London
and Prague, she decided to live and work
in Berlin, where she launched the label
Zofie Angelic Couture in 2002.
We are thankful that we had the chance to
meet this congenial designer and we are
in love with her unique creations! We even
had the occasion to work with the jewelry
of this haute couture brand, so please
take a look at the fascinating editorial
“Compelling Desire” – shot by Hannes
Waldow, where you can see more from
this high class jewelry brand!

© Hannes Waldow
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Dear Zofie, tell us a little bit about your
background.
I was born in the Czech Republic. My
mother was Czech and my father was
French. I spent all of my childhood in
Denmark, Copenhagen where I studied
fine arts and sculptures, then I shifted my
focus to study fashion in Paris, London,
Barcelona, Milano, and Madrid. After
completing my design studies I worked
in different design studios in Paris and
London before starting my own Label
in Jewelry art design. After nearly two
decades in Paris and Prague I now live
and work in Berlin where I re-launched my
label ZAC Zofie angelic couture in 2002.
How was it at the beginning when you
started your own label?
I Remember it like yesterday. It was a
moment when I placed a chain from
other designers I said to myself this is not
really what I want. I need a chain where
I can feel the coolness and weight of the
crystals on my skin and after a while the
soft stones become completely warm
through body contact. They absorb my
energy and my body melts into one with
the piece of jewelry and I feel exalted and
free and that‘s how the beginning of ZAC
was born.
Your designs are very special, unique
and amazing, What is your inspiration
and considerations when designing a
new collection?
My inspiration draws upon historical style
elements. Also occasionally film themes

provide inspiration for my multi-facetted
work of art. The art of reduction reflects
to my unmistakable style, orient glamour,
bohemia grunge and the zeitgeist of the
Victoria London era.
Describe your style:
Glamour Rock

and rocking a captivating look while
having an unmistakable style of her own.
What’s your definition of beauty?
Personality is the definition of beauty. A
beautiful person without personality is
not beautiful in my eyes.

How has your style evolved in the last
years?
Undefined

As a fashion designer, do you ever think
that people worry too much about
their appearance?
It depends on where you live in this world.
In the former east countries it is important
that women are always chic and well
dressed.

Where do you look for new ideas and
inspirations?
Travelling, music and art.

Are designers selling an image more
that clothes nowadays?
Yes.

Did someone influence you to become
a fashion designer? If yes, who and
why?
My mother, because she had seen my
creativity since I was a child, making
jewelry for her and her girlfriends.

How do designers manage to
coordinate their collections, with
certain trends and colors appearing in
any given season?
I am not a classic designer, hence I don‘t
make collections every season. For me it
is like an art collection. To manage the
coordination of certain trends and colors
has always been repeated in our history.
There is nothing new that comes or goes,
only the way that it is presented and your
own style is what makes it important.

What are your signature designs?
ZAC/ Zofie Angelic Couture

What’s the thing you like at most about
being a fashion designer? And the
least?
My freedom! And not having a deadline.
What’s your ultimate goal?
To be free in my creative art work.

Thank you Zofie for this great interview!

How would you describe the ZAC
woman?
She is dark in a beautiful way. Glamorous

“… I need a chain where I can feel the coolness and weight
of the crystals on my skin… after a while the soft stones
become completely warm through body contact… They
absorb my energy and my body melts into one with the
piece of jewelry and I feel exalted and free…”
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The NEW
ANNA ALLEN
The talented Spanish actress Anna Allen is one of the most
outstanding newcomer actresses of her generation. She has had
impressive critics and has shown her beauty in many films, especially
on the Spanish market with the famous soap “Cuéntame”.
Recently, LoveFMD has been approached to arrange a photo
shooting with Anna and we had the honor to fly in this amazing
young actress to Vienna for an editorial shoot and an interview.
The beautiful Vienna Hyatt Hotel provided us with the perfect
location for such a special project.
by Jacqueline Penza

Anna, where were you born and
raised?
I was born in Girona, Catalonia, but I have
been raised in Barcelona.
Tell us a little bit about your childhood
and family background:
My childhood had a very strong influence
on the person I am today. I come from a
family, where values and education were
most important. Values such as justice
and empathy, always with the objective to
become a good person in life.
Did you always wanted to be an
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actress, or did you stumble upon
it? What inspired you to become an
actress?
No, I have never had such a clear mind
of becoming an actress. I actually liked
thousands of different professions, like
teacher or astronaut. But then I took
a course and felt immediately in love
with acting and improvising and playing
different characters. For me, It was a place
to play with my imagination without any
limits. And the rest just came natrually.
However, it has been a long process to say
it out loud, that I wanted to become an
actress. It was realy not easy for me. I was

preparing mysleve, reflecting a lot, even
to accept it myself, that I wanted to be an
actress.
What is the most exciting aspect
about being an actress? Have you
encountered any surprises along the
way?
I love the constant movement of my
profession. To feel alive and the need of
constant learning. Throughout my career,
I have encountered many surprises. Over
the years, as I have grown in my profession,
I liked it more and more. And the more
acting I did, the easier it became for me.

INTERVIEW | ANNA ALLEN

What has been your most awkward
moment?
My most embarrassing moment was for
sure, that I told an actor, who was working
with me on the set, that the casting director
in charge had no idea. Only afterwards I
found out, that the casting director was
the actor’s son! The lesson I learned from
this: Think first and then speak.
Did you have any role models growing
up and did you have the chance to meet
one of them already?
Yes, I have had a few role models being
in this profession. And you also grow with
them. Robin Williams for example will
always be for me the captain. He touches
my heart in every interpretation of his roles.
And also Julia Roberts and many others,
not just actors, but script writers and other
geniuses, inspire me a lot. And yes, I have
had the opportunity to meet Julia Roberts,
one of my greatest role models.
What genre of films do you like to play
the most and what are the challenges
there?
Any genre, that allows me to discover
new things about myself, about ohters or
about emotions. My challenge is to believe
in myself and never lose hope. And I like to
think out of the box.
How do you prepare yourself for a role,
do you have any rituals?
I always try to be fully concentrated and
physically prepared. I gather from different
sources as much information as possible
about the character I am playing. Some
days before I start on the set, I use to
walk in silence, for example in the city,
where I alsways discover elements oft the
characters I am playing. And I especially
avoid discussions or stress, in order not
to lose energy. Or I listen to music. But this
depends on the character I have to play.
You are represented now by Shawn
Sachs, how is it that you got to know
each other?
Working with Shawn is a very interesting
process. He knows the profession very
well. I especially like how he understands
and sees the work of an actor. Being part
of his team is like being part of a big family.
What are your next projects?
Oh, there are many projects!

In which film did you play lately and
what was the role you act?
My last job was „Be“ by Nico Tombolini.
It has been one of the most memorable
moments of my career so far. For me,
working with him has been very easy and
also magical. It remembered me, why I
became an actress.
What is the funniest thing that
happened to you on the set?
My first day on a „TR“ (table read on set).
Suddenly my companions only spoke with
initials, words did not exist. When they
realized, that this was new for me, they just
said: That‘s America, welcome home! So I
had to get used to this quickly.
Out of all the places your career
has taken you, where was the most
memorable?
Actually, each oft them has been important
for me. However, I always think, that the
actuel moment is the most memorable
one.
What are your favorite cities and/
or countries you traveled for a film
project?
Oh, there are many: Vienna, Budapest,
France, Italy, London, Los Angeles, Buenos
Aires, and of course I hope to add many
more to my list.
How do you manage to stay down to
earth?
Treading the earth! For example follow
queuing, stepping on the carpet without
pockets, looking from behind the lights,
and sometimes not speaking. Listening to
people of any profession. However, these
are all things, that I have always done.
Did anyone in the industry ask you to
change your look, name, etc… If so,
what did you do?
Yes, of course. They always want you to
be thinner, with a bigger chest and things
like that. Nobody tells you directly, but you
understand it without words. Everyone
has his own opinion of aesthetics.
And what have I done? Carry over and
always remember, what a good friend and
producer told me: „Allen, zero is not a size,
you are an actress, not a model!“
Would you share some of your future
goals, your life motto, any words of
wisdom that get you by in life and
professional career?

My motiv is to learn and learn, because
knowledge makes everything easier, but
without ever losing your illusion and
yourself. And as Warren Buffett says,
your team always must have integrity,
intelligence and energy. And if you do not
have the first, the other two will kill you.
Who is your favorite all-time
actor?
Mmmm… Walter Matthau, Robin Williams,
Anna Magnani, Paco Martínez Soria. I enjoy
watching actors, that seem real to me.
What do you enjoy doing when you are
not working?
I like spending time in cafeterias, that have
their own charm. I like to sit there and
observe.
Who are your favorite fashion
designers?
I especially love Karl Lagerfeld, Nicolas
Ghèsquiere para Louis Vuitton, Peter
Dundas para Emilio Pucci, Yves Saint
Laurent, Balenciaga and Oscar de la
Renta, who wore me in my first Oscars
Awards, that I attended.
Best Jeans?
I love my G-Star and my Calvin Klein.
What things in your wardrobe would
you never throw away?
Bags and coats. But during my career, I
always have had a white blouse with me,
that I think brings me good luck!
How much attention do you pay to
meditation & exercise, or is it all natural?
How do you stay in shape?
I work out every day, but I think you should
always change the training program, so
that the body does not get used to it. I
enjoy doing for example yoga, horseback
riding, running or skating. Overall, I love
sports.
What makes you feel sexy?
How my boyfriend looks at me, when I stay
in in pajamas and without any makeup.
And also dancing makes me feel sexy… I
just love it!
Do you have a mentor? Who? What
is it about them that affects you?
Why?
I do not have a single “guru“, many people
have influenced parts of the person I am
today, and not always positive. Some oft
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them also teach you, how you do not want
to become.

languages… and a new dance style, that I
have not decided on yet.

Where do you see yourself in five years?
What could be your next career?
The forecast is not something that exists in
my career. To talk about how I see myself
in five years, is pure science fiction to me!
For the last 15 years I have always wanted
to play the saxophone, but never did it up
till now. But you never know.

Do people act different around you
since you’ve become an actress?
Yes.
I‘d like to meet…
…God, but of course here on earth. And
if this is not possible, there is no hurry for
me!

Your quote about FMD?:
FMD make your day in a special day... ups
to you!

What are your challenges for
2015?
I have a long list of personal challenges.
At the end of the year I always write a long
list for the upcoming year. For this year I
wrote down lots of trips, continue learning

Happiness is …
… “la voglia di continuare”.

Thank you Anna for this great interview!

people, who did not have to be.
How would you describe FMD in one
phrase?
Current elegance and fashion in one
magazine.

If you could change one thing in the
past years, what would it be?
I have already changed it. Gone are the

“… My motive is to learn and learn, because knowledge
makes everything easier, but without ever losing your
illusion and yourself. And as Warren Buffett says, your
team always must have integrity, intelligence and energy.
And if you do not have the first, the other two will kill you.
…”
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ZUHAIR MURAD dress
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this page: OSCAR DE LA RENTA dress;
RODO shoes
opposite page: ROBERTO CAVALLI dress
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this page and opposite page: ZUHAIR MURAD
dress; RODO shoes
FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH
HAIR STYLIST EMIN AKAN & PATRIK PRINZ
MAKE-UP STYLIST ANITA MARIA
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LINGERIE
The Culinary Orgasm by Pascal Heimlicher
Out For A Pint! by Dimitri Burtsev
Lady Of The House by Marc Evans
Playing Field by Lucas Tomaszewski
Zuckerbrot und Peitsche by Lucas Tomaszewski
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168
182
192

lingerie
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MYLA bra, slip, suspender belt
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The
Culinary Orgasm
PHOTOGRAPHER PASCAL HEIMLICHER
FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH
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this page: DITA VON TEESE bra, slip,
suspender belt
opposite page: MAISON CLOSE string
body; mask; harness
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this page: MYLA bra, string, suspender
belt
opposite page: ELIZABETTA FRANCHI
dress; MYLA bra woren under the dress
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this page: MADE BY NIKI body suit
opposite page: MADE BY NIKI body suit
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DITA VON TEESE bra, slip, suspender
belt
STYLE ASSISTANT KLAUDIA CISZONEK
CREATIVE DIRECTIOR IVA MIRBACH
MAKE UP STYLIST JACQUELINE PENZA
@SCOUT MODEL ZÜRICH USING
GERDA SPILLMANN BIO FOUNDATION
HAIR STYLIST PABLO KÜMIN
HAIR ASSISTEND JACQUELINE PENZA
MODEL ANGELINE SUPPIGER
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T
FOR
A
INT

HER DIMITRI BURTSEV
FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH

DIESEL jacket; DITA VON TEESE bra, slip,
suspender belt; WOLFORD socks; STUART
WEITZMAN shoes; LOLA AND GRACE necklace and bracelet

!
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this page: WOLFORD
body and tights; HUGO
BOSS shoes
opposite page: DIESEL
jacket, bra, panties and
shoes; MAISON CLOSE
suspender belt
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WOLFORD top and tights; MAISON
CLOSE bra; DIESEL skirt and shoes; LOLA
AND GRACE bracelets
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this page: MAISON CLOSE body;
HUGO BOSS shoes and clutch
opposite page: WOLFORD top, bra,
necklace and bracelets; DIESEL leather
trousers; shoes, sling bag
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DITA VON TEESE bra, slip, suspender
belt; TUART WEITZMAN shoes; LOLA
AND GRACE necklace and bracelets
MAKE UP STYLIST CHILEXION DU
BEAUMONT
HAIR STYLIST EMIN AKAN
CREATIVE DIRECTIOR IVA MIRBACH
PHOTOGRAPHER ASSISTANT DARYL
DEJORÌ
MODELS DARINA KLUCKOVA @
AGENTS MODEL MANAGEMETN
GENOVEVA LEITER @ VOLKSMODEL
MANAGEMENT
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VOTINO VALENTINO dress;
shoes
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LADY OF THE

HOUSE
PHOTOGRAPHER AND FASHION STYLIST MARC EVANS
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CHRISTIES bra and slip; blouse; shoes
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this page: CHRISTIES bra, slip, suspender
belt and suspenders; shoes
opposite page: CHRISTIES body and
suspenders
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VOLTINO VALENTINO dress and feather
cape
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this page: CHRISTIES nightdress
opposite page: CHRISTIES body, suspender
belt and suspenders;
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CHRISTIES bra, slip, suspender belt and
suspenders; shoes
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VOLTINO VALENTINO dress
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST VALENTINA
RODELLA
MAKE-UP & HAIR ASSISTANT RICKY
WOODSIDE
MODEL AMELIA RACINE
LOCATION VILLA PATRIZZIA MILANO
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playing
field
PHOTOGRAPHER LUCAS TOMASZEWSKI
FASHION STYLIST KATARZYNA SOKOLOWSKA
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PICANTTI body; BRYLOVE sunglasses
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this and opposite page: PICANTTI lingerie; HIGHLIFE shoes
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this page: PICANTTI lingerie; NINA
BASCO shoes
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PICANTTI lingerie
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PICANTTI lingerie; HIGHLIFE shoes
MAKE UP STYLIST KAMILA JODKO
MODEL CAPRICE CASTILLO
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ZUCKERBROT
UND
PEITSCHE
PHOTOGRAPHER LUCAS TOMASZEWSKI
FASHION STYLIST KATARZYNA SOKOLOWSKA

SEBASTIAN SZCEPANSKI - SICCONE leather
dress and sleeve
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PICANTTI coat and dress ; MICHAEL
ASMAN leather mask
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SEBASTIAN SZCZEPANSKI - SICCONE
corselette; VINTAGE leather trousers
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YOSHE jacket; PICANTTI lingerie, MICHAEL
ASMAN leather bolo tie and leather nail with
a bracelet on finger
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this page: SENVENIU bra; KOD necklace
opposite page: PICANTTI leather skirt; SENVENIU bra; MICHAEL ASMAN leather book
handbag; KOD jewellery
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PICANTTI body; MICHAEL ASMAN leather
bracelets on fingers; NINA BASCO shoes
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TATJANA MAYER dress; NINA BASCO shoes
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SEBASTIAN SZCZEPANSKI - SICCONE fur
waistcoat; TATJANA MAYER skirt
MAKE UP & HAIR STYLIST JOANNA RYDZYNSKA & DAGMARA WRÓBEL
MODEL OLA RZEPLINSKA
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RETURN OF THE BARE-FACED BEAUTY TREND
When it comes to makeup trends there is no other like the “No Make Up” trend. Having become “a new beauty standard” the well-established trend however isn’t new. For starters, it’s been around since before makeup was even invented. In recent months, it has taken great
strides on social media with Instagrammers of all ages posting makeup-free selfies that the hashtag #nomakeup currently returns more than
11 million results. The no-makeup trend represents a shift in the types of makeup women use most often, not a departure from cosmetics
altogether.
For the love of beauty, trading in your foundation and eyeliner for a “less-is-more-effort-look” gives a certain level of comfort with one’s
own looks. In the old dog, new tricks department our issue this season focuses on two editorials that apprises the growing trends of beauty and style . In our editorial “Compelling Desire” photographed by Hannes Waldow using MAC and Topshop Cosmetics we focus on
a series of daily looks to punch things up. First there’s the ubiquitous “Wet-Look” which is ideal for summer’s rising temps and hair-averse
humidity. There is also an emphasis on the transfer of matte skin to sporty wet skin. Last but not least we cover Red lipsticks which never
really get old (definitely one of the sexiest shades bringing sophistication or sultriness to an evening look) and Smokey eyes which can be
a girls sexy best friend or worst nightmare. Who doesn’t want to wear a bold red lip or a smoldering, smoky eye from time to time?
In addition, we also share a plethora of Beauty products and Editor´s choices in our “Beauty Trends for Spring/Summer 2015”. Our editors scrubbed their way through hundreds of beauty trends -- all to find the best new hair and makeup trends to hit this season. So whether
you work at a cool start-up or the stuffiest bank on Wall Street, we invite you -- our amazing readers and tireless beauty sleuthers to step
up your beauty game.
Read On !
With much love,
Your loveFMD Team
Iva Mirbach & Dijana Zeravica

BEAUTY
Summer Breeze by Tony Gigov
Compelling Desire by Hannes Waldow
Jeux D’Eau by Wolf Steiner
Alluring Beauty by Peter Kessler
SS 2015 Beauty Collections
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220
238
246
252

beauty
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this page:ANDERNE sunglasses
opposite page: FABRIC FRONTLINE scarf

summer
BREEZE
PHOTOGRAPHER TONY GIGOV
FASHION STYLISTS IVA MIRBACH & MIKE YORK
ILLUSTRATOR KATARZYNA JAGIELNICKA
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this page:ANDERNE sunglasses; FABRIC
FRONTLINE scarf
opposite page: ANDERNE sunglasses
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this page:ANDERNE sunglasses; FABRIC
FRONTLINE scarf
opposite page: ANDERNE sunglasses
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this page:PRADA sunglasses
opposite page: ANDERNE sunglasses
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this page:ANDERNE sunglasses; FABRIC
FRONTLINE scarf
opposite page: ByWP sunglasses
MAKE-UP STYLIST ADRIANA HOLBAN
HAIR STYLIST PATRIK PRINZ
POST PRODUCTION WOLF STEINER
CREATIVE DIRECTIOR IVA MIRBACH
MODEL JANA S @ EXIT MODEL MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTION FMD
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COMPE
DES

PHOTOGRAPHER H
FASHION STYLIST D
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ELLING
SIRE

HANNES WALDOW
DIJANA ZERAVICA
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BEAUTY| COMPELLING DESIRE

TOPSHOP Horizon Highlighter in bronze;
Doe Eyed Lashes Mascara; Double
Ended Kohl in We’re Going Home
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M.A.C. COSMETICS Extended Play
Gigablack Lash; Eye Kohl; Lustre Drops
Touche Bronzante
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M.A.C. COSMETICS Extended Play
Gigablack Lash; Mineralize Skinfinish;
Casual Colour
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TOPSHOP Smokey Eye Palette in Subversive; we are going home eye liner;
Kajal Kohl Liner in Lucky 13; Glow Dust in
Radiate
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M.A.C. COSMETICS Extended
Play Gigablack Lash; Powder Blush;
Cremesheen Glass
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TOPSHOP Museum Gel Rouge; Brow Fixer in Worldly; Doe Eyed Lashes Mascara
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BEAUTY | COMPELLING DESIRE

TOPSHOP Museum Gel Rouge; Brow Fixer in Worldly; Doe Eyed Lashes Mascara
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TOPSHOP Museum Gel Rouge; Brow Fixer in Worldly; Doe Eyed Lashes Mascara
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TOPSHOP Wicked Lipstick; Kajal Kohl
Liner in Lucky 13; Reign Gel Rouge
ZOFIE ANGELIC COUTURE jewelry woren
throughout
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST CAROLINE
TORBAHN USING M.A.C. Cosmetics and
Topshop Cosmetics
CREATIVE DIRECTOR DIJANA ZERAVICA
MODELS ANNABEL OELMANN @
ICONIC MODEL MANAGEMENT,
SWANTJE WÖRDEMANN & LINUS
WÖRDEMANN @ PMA
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JEUX
D‘EAU
PHOTOGRAPHER WOLF STEINER
FASHION STYLIST DIJANA ZERAVICA

M.A.C. COSMETICS diva lipstick and
poignant eye shadow; CHANEL le
volume de chanel mascara; MAYBELLINE
browdrama eyebrow pencil
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CHANEL le sourcil de chanel eyebrow
pencil; le volume de chanel mascara
M.A.C. COSMETICS paint potentiellen
clearwater and atlantic blue eye shadow;
mountain air eyeliner; LAURA MERCIER
lipstick; ESSIE nail polish
SWAROVSKI necklace, earrings and ring;
ELISABETTA FRANCHI headdress
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LAURA MERCIER tight liner in black
carbon; MAYBELLINE go extreme mascara; CHANEL crayon sourcil sculpting
eyebrow pencil; M.A.C. COSMETICS
lipstick; cocktail hour nail polisherSWAROVSKI jewelry
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M.A.C. COSMETICS diva lipstick and poignant eye shadow; CHANEL le volume de
chanel mascara; MAYBELLINE browdrama
eyebrow pencil
SWAROVSKI jewelry
PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT VANESSA
HARTMAN
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST CAROLINE
TORBAHN
CREATIVE DIRECTIOR DIJANA ZERAVICA
MODEL JANA JUNG @ ICONIC MANAGEMENT
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BEAUTY
alluring

Photographer Peter Kessler
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PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT MATTHIAS
LANDSGESELL
MAKE-UP STYLIST JENNY BONBON
MODEL MAYA STEPPER
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Beauty Collections for Spring/Summer 2015
you shouldn‘t miss
DISCOVER THE DIOR KINGDOM OF COLORS
COLLECTION WITH loveFMD
Dior Kingdom of Colors Collection opens the doors to its
spring looks featuring literally every natural colour, from
refreshing bright shades to soft pastels and shimmering
tones. Green, purple, peach and soft pink will brighten up
your face, mixed up with a touch of neutrals to slightly tone
down the boldness of these rich shades to get an alluring
looks that breathe spring.
Kingdom of Colors Eye, Lip & Face Palette €72.95
Dior Addict Gloss in Fastes and Mylord €34.99
Diorshow Kohl Professional Hold & Intensity Eye Makeup in
Pearly Silver, Smoky Balck, Blue, Brown and Grey €23,99
Diorblush Vibrand Color Powder Blush in Peach Splendor
€44.99
5 Couleurs Couture Colors & Effects Eyeshadow Palette in
House of Greens and Pinks €57,99
Rouge Dior in Baume Palais and Cotillon €34.99
Vernis Blossoming Top Coat €24.99
Vernis Gel Shine & Long Nail Lacquer in Lady and Glory
€24,99

01

02

DISCOVER THE CHANEL COLLECTION WITH loveFMD
Chanel Rêverie Parisienne Spring 2015 Beauty Collection for was inspired by the
springtime gardens of Paris. The colour collection features bright lipsticks, new blush
and eye shadow palette, and a trio of highly desirable limited-edition nail polishes.
Vibrant corals lend balance to reflective, shiny shades of pink, creating an delightful
spectrum of shades that vary from delicate to deep.

Les 4 Ombres Multi-Effect Quadra Eyeshadow in Tisse Fantaisie and Paris €52,92
Jardin De Chanel in Rose €48.95
Rouge Coco Shine in Desinvolte and Etourdie €32,95
Lèvres Scintillantes Glossimer in Fleur d‘Eau and Crazy Fuchsia €29,95
Le Vernis Nail Colour in Tenderly, Desirio and Paradiso €23.95

03

DISCOVER THE GIORGIO ARMANI CAPSULE COLLECTION WITH loveFMD
Giorgio Armani Capsule Collection is a limited edition makeup line inspired
by the „Sand“ ready-to-wear collection. The makeup look highlights small
silver and bronze reflections and colours ranging from sandy tones to
shades of blue, white and copper with a special focus on the eye.
Face-and-Eyes Palette €130.00
Rouge D‘Armani Sheers Lipstick €45.00
Nail Lacquer €30.00
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04

DISCOVER THE LANCOME FRENCH INNOCENCE COLLECTION WITH loveFMD

Lancome French Innocence Collection for spring
2015 features products named after famous places
in Paris which reveals the city of love with its parks
and flower gardens as a vision for this new line. Soft
pastel colours in turquoise and blue shades along with
a few naturals are featured in the Lancome My French
Palette which bears a romantic Parisian landscape on
the casing.
Lancome My French Palette €55.00
Khol Hypnose Waterproof in Vert Tuileries and Gris
Rivoli €21.50
Lip Lover in Rose Monceau, Victoire and Bagatelle
€26.50
Vernis in Love in Rose Bagatelle, Rose Monceau, Vert
Tuileries and Gris Rivoli €17.00

DISCOVER THE JIL STURART
SUMMER COLLECTION WITH
loveFMD
Jill Stuart Summer 2015 Makeup Collection
is inspired by fresh fruits such as strawberries and cherries which led the new makeup
products appear in juicy vivid colours. There
is no way you will miss a kiss this summer
by sweeten up your look.
Forever Juicy Oil Rouge in eight different fuit
colours
Ribbon Couture Eyes in Indigo Tweed, Gelato Cotton and Mixed Berry Crepe € 43.00
Nail Lacquer in Pastel Turquise, Green, Pine
Bouquet, Guava Road and Grape Fountaine
€ 14.00
Blush Compact €39.00
Stay True Gel Eyeliner in four colours

05
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DISCOVER THE PAUL & JOE MENAGERIE COLLECTION WITH loveFMD
Paul & Joe Menagerie Collection is a playful line of prints
and pastel colours inspired by the world of menagerie. The
powders and eye shadows are adorned with interesting and
creative textures reflecting animal prints which deliver a
sunny, breezy spring fever.
Menagerie Face & Eye Color CS in Les Flamants Roses,
Girafe and Elephanteau €35.99
Menagerie Lipstick CS in delicate beige, fresh coral and
glamorous red €9.99
Menagerie Nail Polish in elegant beige, creamy white, pastel
pink and green and rick turquoise €17.99

06
DISCOVER THE GIVENCHY COLORE CREATION
WITH loveFMD
Givenchy Colore Creation is one
that stands out among the others,
as it doesn’t follow the pastel colour trend and sticks out with bold
shades. This collection is exactly
what you need if you are not in
tested in soft hues and what to
play with colours and vibrant tones
which bring out the joys of spring.
Le Priseme Visage Color Confetti
€53.00
Colar Kajal in Vert Invetion,
Turquoise Imagination and Violet
Creation €21.50
Gelee D‘Interdit in Orange Distraction €29.50
Le Vernis in brigh yellow and candy pink €33.50
Noir Couture Volume in electric
blue €33.50
Obre Couture in Rose Illusion and
Nude Plumets €24.00
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DISCOVER THE DOLCE
& GABBANA SPRING
COLLECTION WITH
loveFMD
Dolce & Gabbana launches two new
eyeshadow quads, vivid and nude
colours for lips, eyes, cheeks and
nails.
Eyeshadow Quad in Tender and
Colour Explosion- €47.00
Luminous Cheek Color in Raspberry
€37.00
Classic Cream Lipstick in Sugar Pink
and Bouganville €29.00
Intense Colour Gloss in Sugar Pink
and Bouganville €25.00
Nail Lacquer in Bouganville, Grass,
Blue Angel and Sole €23.00

08

09

DISCOVER THE YVES SAINT LAURENT DESIR DE JOUR SPRING COLLECTION WITH loveFMD

Yves Saint Laurent Desir De Jour Spring 2015 Collection
combines rock and feminine. Pastels meet tuxedo chic
is the inspiration behind this collection. The makeup look
highlights deep and warm colours that are clashed by
the luminosity of intense pink shades and shimmering
champagne tones.
Palette Ombre de Jour Couture Palette €58.95
Volupte Tint-In-Oil in Drive Me Copper, Oh My Good, Undress Me, I Rose You, Cherry My Cherie, Peach me Love,
Crush Me Orange and Pink About Me €31.95
Rouge Volupte Shine in Fuchsia pink and Deep Red
€32.95
La Laque Couture in Nuit Blanche and Nuit Noire €29.95
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MODELS
The Track by Hannes Waldow
Henriette Pawlowski
Ana by Simona Bell & Anastasia Fursova
Ana Ponce
Ola Rzeplinkska
Tako Natsvlishvili
Taynara by Eduardo von Garcia
Taynara Resende
Sporty by Stefan Imielski
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PHOTOGRAPHER HANNES WALDOW
FASHION EDITOR DIJANA ZERAVICA
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SEE THE FULL EDITORIAL ON FMD

MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST JOSEPHIN
MARTENS
MODEL HENRIETTE PAWLOWSKI @
MODELWERK
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INTRODUCING | HENRIETTE PAWLOWSKI

by Klaudia Ciszonek

There is no doubt that German modelling
agency Modelwerk has a good eye when it
comes to discovering new talents. Henriette
Pawlowski is an ultra-feminine and sensual
young German model with a bit of mystery
surrounding her smooth lines. Having been
credited for prestigious editorials, such as
Marie Claire UK, Marie Claire France and
Madame Figaro France is considerably a
huge success, especially at a young age like
her. Coupled with starring alongside Anne
Sophie Monrad and Katharina Rembi, she is
a true diamond in the crown of her agency.
From first sight, Henriette lives a normal life studying, partying, and having a dog and a lot
of friends. Professionally, she has a packed
schedule and hectic lifestyle with her career
bursting with new chances, opportunities
and offers. Being in possession of the right
measurements and having a photogenic
face are the most important and compulsory

conditions to enter the fashion world.
However, not everyone has that covetable
‚IT‘ factor that helps with being selected for
influential editorials and catwalks. With her
envious measurements of 83-61-88 cm, a
height of 177 cm coupled with her blue eyes
and light brown hair, those flawless cheek
bones make her face look not only beautiful
but captivating on camera.
Socially, Henriette is quite active running
an Instagram account which she updates
every day with images of her face and
body which get a wide range of fans and
followers from all around the world. Fashion
orientated and with a good sense of style
her outfits are sporty, elegant while her
make-up tendencies are rather natural (she
seems to not like looking over-styled). The
budding model enjoys travelling to exotic
places. One of the many benefits of being a
model, is following healthy lifestyle trends

such as fancy salads, green smoothies and
exercising a lot, which explains her welltoned model body.
Apart from Modelwerk, Henriette is also
signed with Next Model Management Paris,
Traffic Models Barcelona, Traffic Models
Madrid and Next Model Management Milan,
which gives her a powerful back-up, a variety
of options and a multitude of international
opportunities. There is no doubt that she
is slowly receiving attention by the fashion
world and coupled with her impressive
resume and the agencies that represent
her, she is on the right track to becoming
a star. One cannot deny that this young
mademoiselle is “traumhaft schön”. And if
that does not sound promising, then we
don’t know what does!
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PHOTOGRAPHERS SIMONA BELL & ANASTASIA FURSOVA
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SEE THE FULL EDITORIAL ON FMD

MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST KRAEMER
PARIS
MODEL ANA PONCE @ SIGHT MANAGEMENT
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INTRODUCING | ANA PONCE

by Klaudia Ciszonek

When it comes to beauty, Spain has some
of the world’s most gorgeous women on
the planet. Spanish women are not only
considered the ultimate definition of sexy
and feminine, but also possess a great
influence. Stylish, headstrong and fiery are
the main words that come to mind when
thinking of a Spanish female, not to mention
steaming and smoldering. And so can be
described Ana Ponce, a 24-year-old beauty
succeeding against all odds who hails from
Alicante as she currently makes her first
steps in the fashion world.
While she lacks the typical Mediterranean
features of dark eyes, olive skin and outlined
dark eyebrows, her natural geometric face,
bottle green eyes and mysterious smile
garners her ample attention from the fashion
industry.

Appearing on magazine editorials, fashion/
beauty adverts and walking down the
catwalk shows (preferably during fashion
months), are the pre-requisites of gaining
modeling experience. However, despite the
fact that her resume may be less impressive
in comparison to her peers, Ana was credited
for Atache, Hotel Ushuaia, Mango Eyewear
by Opticalia and Seat Leon.

With her angel like features, perfect
measurements and her natural gifted
ability to look perfect on every shoot she is
unquestionably guaranteed to gain plenty of
international opportunities that alleviate her
dream of becoming a supermodel.

Apart from that, she has also appeared in
several music videos including Spanish
band‘s Rasel ‚Ven conmigo‘ more recently in
December 2014.
Currently represented by Crystal Model
Agency Paris and Sight Management she
has already earned fans from all around the
world and is described as ‚The girl with the
tattoo of a butterfly‘.
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OLA
RZEPLINSKA

Ola Rzeplinska on modeling, surviving cancer, and making a
comeback on her own terms...
by Clinton Gonsalvez
Interview by Dijana Zeravica

Ola Rzeplinska is more than a model. She
is a member of that rare club of celebrities
that are famous enough to be known
by only one name ‚Survivor‘. She is an
inspiring example of someone who has
shown how they not only stood up to
cancer, but also started kicking butt by
making big changes in the way we view
health.
At the height of her career success, Ola
was a model with an impressive portfolio
to her name but all of that changed when
she was diagnosed with skin cancer. Given
her promising career and young age the
news of her diagnosis lead her to have a
278 | loveFMD.com

serious depression at the time.
The 28-year-old who had been modeling
since she was 18, says it was difficult
having to take a hiatus on discovering she
had cancer. ʻIt was one of the worst times
in my life‘ she shares. ‚Because of this I had
to face all of my problems on my own‘.
After a 2 year hiatus the polish beauty
through her resilience and own will has
completely recovered from her cancer
problems and has made a comeback to
the modeling business on her own terms.
‚When you are young and sick it changes
you, your life and way of thinking‘ she

explains. ‚You start thinking about your life
in a different way.‘
With a preference for shooting editorials
over commercial advertising she has
plenty of advice to dish out to aspiring
models. ‚Every aspiring model should
know that the world of fashion and
modeling is a very hard place to live and
work in, sometimes it‘s even brutal,‘ she
says.
In a candid interview with the FMD Ola
discusses surviving cancer, and making a
comeback on her own terms.

© Lucas Tomaszewski
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Tell us about your Biography (born,
date of birth, raised,…) and how you
got started into the modeling business?
I was born at 21 May 1987 in Warsaw,
Poland. I started working as a model at 18
when I was discovered by a booker from a
models agency in Warsaw. He invited me
to a casting after which I signed my first
contract with the agency.

What was the hardest photo shoot for
you, and why?
It was a shooting during which my client
pushed me very hard to use much too
small shoes. Due to that I had a foot injury
and lost the next half of the year since I
wasn’t able to wear high heels for many
months. Quite an inconvenient situation
for a model…

Do other models inspire you?
Yes, especial Lara Stone. For me she is the
perfect woman and model.

Your career had a break because you
were disease-ridden, would you tell us
what happened?
Yes. At a very good time in my career I
found out that I had skin cancer. It was
a very bad time in my personal life and
because of which I had to face all of my
problems on my own without any help
from my family or anybody else. It was
one of the worst times in my life which
lead me to have a serious depression.

Is there a difference in posing when you
are doing a cover and an editorial?
Yes. I like editorials more because every
editorial is a story and you are not only
posing but acting too. There is much more
creativity over typical commercial work.

What do you enjoy doing when you are
not working?
My boyfriend is a movie director and
because of him now I love watching
movies whenever I have the time for it.

We hope you convalesced?! When did
you return to the modeling business?
How long you had to pause?
Yes, everything is okay now. I returned to
the modeling business two years ago after
fully recovering from my cancer problems.

What tips and advice do you have
for aspiring models just starting out,
something you wish someone would
have told you?
Every aspiring model should know that
the world of fashion and modeling is a
very hard place to live and work in , and
sometimes even brutal. You must be a
tough person with a strong will and a hard
body.

What gave you the strength you need?
My own will and dreams.
Are you living your life now more
willfully?
Yes. When you are young and sick it
changes you, your life and your way of
thinking. You start thinking about your life
in a different way.
At what point did you decide you
wanted to be a model?
I don`t remember when. But it was an
impulse and I felt that it was my destiny.
How would you describe yourself as
model in three words?
Professional, experienced and talented.
Out of all the places your career
has taken you, where was the most
memorable?
I can never forget living in Hong Kong since
it was my first model contract, but my
favorite place will always be Barcelona.
Who is your favorite photographer?
Why?
Patrick Demarchelier and Mario Testino.
Don‘t make me choose ;-)
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Did anyone in the industry ask you to
change your look, name, etc… If so,
what did you do?
No.

Have you had any negative experiences
with model agencies, talent scouts?
What are top 3 warning signs to look
out for?
No. In this area I have had a lot of luck
as i have worked only with professional
agencies and many of the bookers are my
friends.
Would you share some of your future
goals, your life motto, any words of
wisdom that get you by in life and
professional career?
That is easy. You must love your job.
Choose a job you love and you will never
have to work a day in your life.
What should a relationship between an
agent and model look like?
A business relationship should be
professional but in free time models and
agents can be friends. I really love working
with people who I like.
Who is your favorite all-time model?
Polish top model – Malgosia Bela.

Is the fashion world what you expected
it to be?
Yes. If you really love something or
somebody you accept things or people as
they are.

Who are your favorite fashion
designers?
Alexander Wang and Elie Saab.
What things in your wardrobe would
you never throw away?
My lingerie from Victoria`s Secret.
Who is your style icon?
Kate Moss.
Your favorite store?
I like stores like River Island, Mango, Zara
or Massimo Dutti.
What are your best beauty secrets?
I`m always without make up. I reserve this
only for my job and special days. Thanks
to that my face stay‘s fresh.
Do you have any beauty / skin care tips
or tricks to look fresh and rested for
early morning photo shoots?
For fresh and rested looks the best is good
cream, plenty of rest and lots of love.
Do you believe in homemade recipes?
Do you have one to share with us?
Yes, I believe in homemade recipes but
as I don`t have the time for it I only use
readymade cosmetics from shops.
How much attention do you pay to
meditation & exercise, or is it all
natural? How do you stay in shape?
My shape is natural. I know that I can look
better but I`m very lazy.
What makes you feel sexy?
Without makeup I look like a young
girl but when I have professional
make up at shooting or evening I
look and I feel like a really sexy woman.

INTERVIEW| OLA RZEPLINSKA

What is your favorite part about your
body?
I love my hands.

What could be your next career?
I want be a photographer in my country or
in New York or Los Angeles.

Favorite kind of food?
I love Italian food and sushi.

Do people act different around you
since you’ve become a model?
People think that models must be stupid
and that‘s a serious problem.

When models say they eat healthy,
what do they mean by that?
Don`t eat sweets and fast foods. Eat 5
small meals a day and plenty of fruits and
vegetables.
f you could have one superpower, what
would you choose?
I would love to have the power of instantly
healing anybody of my choosing.
What would you like to change about
yourself if you can choose only one
thing?
I don`t like my smile so it could look
better but hopefully some people think
different :).
What are your favorite things to do in
your free time?
I love painting, playing volleyball and
watching movies.
Where do you see yourself in ten years?

Do you have any model friend that you
would suggest for the next model of
the month on FMD?
Magdalena Frackowiak.
Favorite kind of music? Favorite
television series or movie?
My favorite kind of music is Rock. And my
favorite movie is ‘In the Spiral’. It‘s a new
movie directed by my boyfriend and I‘m
waiting for the premiere of it.

past years, what would it be?
My past was hard but I wouldn‘t want to
change anything because that was my
experience and because of which I am
now a better person.
People have said you look like …
Brigitte Bardot or Claudia Schiffer.
What would you ask yourself that we
haven’t asked you in this interview?
Are you happy? Yes, I`m.
How would you describe FMD in one
phrase? Your quote about FMD?:
‚Know what you should to know and be
inspired.‘
Thank you Ola for this great interview!

Favorite quote:
‚Do what you love and love what you do.‘
Which Celeb would you‘d like to meet
Nicolas Cage.
Happiness is...
Time with someone you love.
If you could change one thing in the

“… When I had a very good time in my career, I found out
that I have skin cancer.It was a very bad time in my family
life too. Because of this, I had to face all of my problems on
my own without any help from my family or anybody else.
…”
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TAKO
NATSVLISHVILI

Hello Fashion World, we are proud to present one of the upcoming
stars in the modeling industry!
by Dijana Zeravica

Actually even her first name, “Tako”,
sounds specific and makes us believe in a
great career. Tako (=Tamara) is a gorgeous
sixteen-year-old Georgian model, born
and raised in Tbilisi. There is no doubt
that Tako got her beauty genes from her
mother, who is a former model.
She is the founder of the Georgian number
one modeling agency “Model Look” and
she is surely proud to have a daughter
with this kind of irresistible beauty, which
is broadcasted to the world.
In younger days, Tako played tennis and
her dream was to become a professional
tennis player, but back pain stopped these
ambitious plans. Her mother Nina inspired
her to start a modeling career instead,
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lucky fashion world that she pursued this
new goal!

sexy-cute and a runway-girl” – that’s
definitely a fact!

The dark-haired belle already worked for
some of the world´s most famous brands,
like Louis Vuitton, Dolce & Gabbana,
Christian Dior, Calvin Klein and many
more. Recently, she appeared at the
Versace Fashion Show in Paris. We have
no doubt that she is going to be one of the
top models worldwide, believing in this,
we wish this gentle beauty all the fortune
to reach her goals!

The fashion world is overwhelmed with
the “Tako-splendor” and seems to be
fascinated by this girl! She’s running the
world´s famous catwalks and is running
directly into our hearts, because Miss
Natsvlishvili has more than just a beautyface and a perfect body to offer - she has
that certain something.

She is determined and professional,
seeming to be part of the business for
decades. Being asked to describe herself,
the Georgian girl answered: “Confident,

I had the pleasure to interview lovely Tako
(we love that name T A K O!) and really
enjoyed her answers. We’re very happy
to have the opportunity to introduce this
young lady to you!
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Hi Tako, can you tell us about your
Biography (born, date of birth,
raised,…) and how you got started into
the modeling business?
I was born in Tbilisi, Georgia on the 9th
of October 1998 and I raised in my city
Tbilisi.
Actually my mother Nina is a former model
and now she has her own agency - look
models - which is the number one agency
in Georgia and I started with her. The
NEXT model management group came to
Georgia and visited our agency and they
liked me… so that’s how I started!
Does your name have a special
meaning?
No, it’s just the short name of Tamara. It’s
a nickname :)
You have a great body! What are you
doing to stay in shape?
Thanks! I’ll be honest, sometimes I eat too
much but I always control it not to gain
weight, and every early morning I drink 2
bottles of water and workout.
What makes you feel happy?
SUMMER!! It makes me happy because
of the holidays, the sunny days and then
I am surrounded with my friends and
family.
Today New York, tomorrow Paris... You’re travelling a lot! What’s your
favorite city/country?
Paris!! Every corner is beautiful, I love
the smell coming from the “boulangerie”
(bakery), I love sitting outside in the café
and just chill.
Did you always wanted to be a model,
or did you stumble upon it, get
discovered etc.? Who or what inspired
you to become a model? How did you
get started in the modeling business?
No, I always wanted to be a tennis player
so I was playing tennis for 7 years and
then I just stopped it because I had
back problems. My mom inspired me to
become a model because she also was
an amazing model .When she opened
her own agency and when I saw so many
beautiful girls I also wanted to be one of
them.
At what point did you decide you
wanted to be a model?
I don’t know it just happened and I am so
happy because of it.
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What is your favorite or most exciting
aspect about being a model? What do
you like least? Have you encountered
any surprises along the way? What has
been your most awkward moment (of
your modeling career)?
Modeling is incredible!! You travel to lots
of countries - one day you are in Paris,
the second day in London. I also like to
meet new people and to have lots of new
experiences.
But I don’t like the thing that I am far away
from my lovely family and friends.
What’s the funniest thing that
happened to you on a photo shoot or
fashion show?
Once on the runway I put on different
sizes of shoes, but thanks god I walked
normally!
How would you describe yourself as
model in three words?
Confident, sexy-cute, runway-girl!
Out of all the places your career
has taken you, where was the most
memorable?
Paris because I did my first couture and it
was amazing!!
Who is your favorite photographer?
Why?
Rene Habermacher we shoot 3 times and
he is an awesome, super cute photographer I have ever seen!
What was the hardest photo shoot for
you, and why?
I was shooting an Editorial and we were
on the roof top, I was so scared of the
height and I was nervous all the time.
Is there a difference in posing
when you are doing a cover and an
editorial?
Of course, when I’m shooting a cover
everything is different… it’s more
organized and the whole crew is involved.
For the model as well, you feel so excited,
because you’ll be on a cover.
Did anyone in the industry ask you to
change your look, name, etc…? If so,
what did you do?
No, I’m all natural.
What tips and advice do you have
for aspiring models just starting out,
something you wish someone would

have told you?
Never stress, even on castings or on
anything else. Everything will be okay
in the end… If it’s not ok it’s not the end
girls!!!
Have you had any negative experiences
with model agencies, talent scouts?
What are top 3 warning signs to look
out for?
Fortunately, I didn’t have any! Thanks
god!
Would you share some of your future
goals, your life motto, any words of
wisdom that get you by in life and
professional career?
NEVER GIVE UP! That is my motto.
What should a relationship between an
agent and model look like?
They should be really open, friendly and
honest to each other.
Who is your favorite all-time model?
Gisele Bundchen.
How do you feel fashion has empowered
you?
It made me believe in myself and helped
me to build a strong personality.
Is the fashion world what you expected
it to be?
No, everything is totally different but I like
difference…
What do you enjoy doing when you are
not working?
Watching movies and playing jocker with
my friends.
Who are your favorite fashion
designers?
Giorgio Armani, Alexander McQueen,
Chanel
What things in your wardrobe would
you never throw away?
My Marc Jacobs sneakers! They are super
comfortable and I can’t imagine castings
without them. Coach coat and Givenchy
leather pants.
What era would you like to bring back?
The 80s.
Who is your style icon?
Blake Lively
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Your favorite store?
H&M
What are your best beauty secrets?
Elizabeth Arden 8 hour cream is magic!
Makes my lips and face so fresh and
protects it from dirt.
Do you have any beauty / skin care tips
or tricks to look fresh and rested for
early morning photo shoots?
The Elizabeth Arden 8 hour cream!
How much attention do you pay to
meditation & exercise, or is it all
natural? How do you stay in shape?
It’s all natural I don’t kill myself like some
of the other models do. I just eat normally
and drink tons of water and exercise…
What makes you feel sexy?
It’s funny, but on the shooting when they
are blowing air-condition for my hair…
that makes me feel sexy!
What is your favorite part about your
body?
My legs

How would you describe yourself as a
human be-ing in three words?
Kind, honest, friendly
What’s controversial or unique about
you?
Ask my agents :)
If you could have one superpower,
what would you choose?
I would choose flying.
What would you like to change about
yourself if you can choose only one
thing?
I would keep everything the same!
What are your favorite things to do in
your free time?
Listen to music very loud and dance, or
going out with my friends.
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
What could be your next career?
I will be 26 so I hope I will still be a model.
My next career could be business woman.

Favorite kind of food:
Chinese and Indian food.

Do people act different around you
since you’ve become a model? Yeah!
Many fake friends are texting me when
they even didn’t say “Hi” before...

When models say they eat healthy,
what do they mean by that?
low-fat low-calories, lots of water and
vegies

Do you have any model friend that you
would suggest for the next model of
the month on FMD?
Kia Low. She is super nice <3

Favorite kind of music?
Favorite
television series or movie?
Pop! Gossip Girl (series) - How to lose a
guy in 10 days (movie)
Favorite quote:
“What goes around comes back around”
What’s your favorite fashion magazine?
Why?
Vogue. It’s one of the biggest and I love
the team and I also had a shooting with
them for the May issue.
I‘d like to meet …
Leonardo DiCaprio
Happiness is …
My family!
If you could change one thing in the
past years, what would it be?
Nothing.
People have said I look like …
Kendall Jenner, but I don’t think so.
What would you ask yourself that we
haven’t asked you in this interview?
FMD: “Did you like the interview?”
Me: “Yes I loved it!!!”

Thank you Tako for this great interview!

“… when they are blowing air-condition into my hair it
makes me feel sexy…”
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SEE THE FULL EDITORIAL ON FMD
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by Klaudia Ciszonek

If you‘re looking to refresh your model
roster for 2015, look no further than
Taynara Resende.
With her natural Brazilian features, perfect
measurements, olive skin, green eyes and
her beautiful and sincere smile, the 17 year
old Brazilian has just started her modeling
career. So far she has appeared in a series
of commercial campaigns for the likes of
Pink Lou Verao and Lez a Lez as well as in
an editorial for German Magazine ‚Schoen‘.

A quick spin through the Instagram of
this freshman indicates how popular she
already is as she constantly keeps her
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook accounts
updated. When she is not working, she
spends her time with friends and does
sport activities. A workout whiz kid by
roots, she certainly knows how to keep in
shape.

that her future is filled with ample of
opportunities. Each year plenty of models
come and go, but Taynara is a bombshell
in the making and won’t be slowing down
anytime soon.
We bet she will transfer quite well to the
runways of the fashion months.

With a representation by IMG Milan and
Louisa Models, she has managed to ensure
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